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ABSTRACT 
The goals of this study a r e  the design, analysis, and 
evaluation of a nodding hyperboloidal subreflec tor in a Cassegrainian 
antenna sys  tem used for  radio-as tronomical investigations. 
A theoretical analysis of spherical  electromagnetic wave 
scattering from a tilted hyperboloid is  car r ied  out using methods of 
vector diffraction theory. Theoretical expressions for the amplitude 
and phase of the resultant f ields a r e  given; but these expressions a r e  
of such complexity that digital computer solution using numerical  
integration techniques is necessary.  The  resultant fields in the two 
principal planes a r e  compared to scat tered fields in the symmetr ic  
hyperboloid case ;  and i t  is  found that the patterns a r e  s imi la r ,  except 
for  a shift  of the peak in the plane of tilt. Diffraction theory resul ts  
are obtained for  the three cases  in which the hyperboloid D/X ratios 
equal 59. 54 (the nodding subdish system),  24, and 10. Comparison 
is made  wi th  the geometrical  optics reflected field fo r  the identical 
geometry and feed function. The amplitudes of a l l  cases  a g r e e  to 
within one dB. 
scat tered field 
Computation of the cross-polarized component of the 
indicates that the power in these fields is low com- 
pared to that in  the normally polarized fields. The electr ic  field of 
the cross-polarized component is a t  least 52-dB below the normally 
vi 
polarized component. 
Determination of the phase center of the scat tered field is 
car r ied  out using various techniques. 
a n  accurate  knowledge of the phase and amplitude of the scat tered 
T w o  of the methods depend on 
field; and the others a r e  derived from geometry and geometrical  
optics considerations. In addition, a study of the caustic curves  
associated with the virtual rays in the asymmetr ic  geometry is 
ca r r i ed  out utilizing the methods of differential geometry. 
sion of the advantages and disadvantages of each method is given. 
A discus- 
Plots of the phase of the scattered field on circles (in the plane of 
tilt) around the symmetr ic  focus and around the best-fit phase centers  
are presented. 
best-fi t  phase center  is seen, compared to the phase variation around 
A fifteen-fold decrease in phase variation around the 
the symmetr ic  focus. Phase center determinations for the three 
cases  D/X = 59. 54, 24, and 10 indicate that the best-fit phase center 
positions, based on diffraction theory analyses,  a r e  independent of 
the values of D/X,  for the small number of ca ses  considered and 
D/X > 10. 
A complete description of the nodding subdish system is  given, 
including the R F  and electronic system used in processing received 
signals,  A discussion of the mechanical and electronic considerations 
associated with this particular nodding subdish system is made; and a 
vii 
discussion of low frequency switching problems in  general  is ca r r i ed  
out, based upon a series of radiometer  noise and gain change 
measurements  made as a function of subdish switching frequency. 
unique method of: signal calibration is discussed, with p r imary  
emphasis on radio-as  tronomical applications. 
A 
Antenna patterns taken with the hyperboloidal subreflector in  
one of i ts  off-axis positions show that grossly distorted patterns do 
not resul t  due to asymmetry;  although slight beam broadening in the 
plane normal to the plane of tilt does result. 
The use of the nodding subdish sys tem in the investigation of 
lunar temperature  changes during a total lunar eclipse indicates that 
the sys tem can  be used in  a n  operational field situation. 
data taken during the October 18, 1967,  total lunar eclipse a r e  given. 
Results of 
viii 
a 
t 
Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The goals of this study a r e  the design, analysis,  and evaluation 
of a "nodding '' hyperboloidal subreflec tor in a Cassegrainian antenna 
system used fo r  radio-as tronomical investigations. 
Among the major  problems plaguing radio-as tronomical 
investigators a r e  signal detection limitations imposed by a generally 
very low signal- to-noise ratio. This ,  combined with receiver  noise 
and gain fluctuations, variable atmospheric attenuation, antenna 
pointing inaccuracies,  and gain and beamwidth measurement  
problems, makes accurate  data acquisition a t  all times a very 
difficult procedure. 
Basic to mos t  radio-astronomy s y s  terns utilizing relatively 
high-noise receivers  a t  mil l imeter  wavelengths is the use of the 
Dicke s y s  tem of synchronous signal detection (1,2). 
The Dicke sys tem w a s  one of the first departures  f rom a 
straight total-power detection s y s  tem. It  utilizes a waveguide 
switch which enables one to receive signals alternately from the 
source (as seen by the antenna) and from a reference waveguide 
termination. 
knowledge of the re ference  temperature and a zero-reference point 
The difference signal is synchronously detected; and 
1 
I '  
2 
enables one to determine the source temperature. The switching r a t e  
might be on the order  of 100 cycles per  second; thus, sys tem gain 
changes occurring a t  a frequency somewhat less than the switching 
r a t e  wi l l  essentially be cancelled out, particularly i f  the reference 
temperature is approximately equal to the source temperature.  
A disadvantage of the Dicke system, involving a waveguide 
switch, is that the switch introduces a n  insertion loss  directly into 
the signal line (due to the properties of the switch itself) which further 
reduces the magnitude of the already weak signal. 
at a frequency of 90-GHz might be as high a s  one dB. 
Typically, the loss 
Instead of using a waveguide termination as a reference in the 
Dicke system, one might a l so  use a second feedhorn looking a t  the 
"cold sky", o r ,  in  the case  of a Cassegrainian antenna system, a 
second feedhorn illuminating the hyperboloidal subreflector,  thus 
giving a second antenna beam looking a t  the "cold sky". However, in 
each of these cases ,  a waveguide switch of some kind mus t  be used, 
and a signal loss  is thus introduced into the system. T o  eliminate the 
waveguide switch in a synchronous detection system, one m u s t  switch 
the antenna beam itself, ra ther  than any signal that is al ready within 
a waveguide. 
problem. In a Cassegrainian system, one beam-switching method is 
1. 
This becomes a mechanical ra ther  than a n  electronic 
to tilt  the hyperboloidal subreflec tor periodically, thus giving two 
different antenna beams--one of which may be used to receive signals 
3 
f rom a radio source and the atmosphere,  and the other to receive 
background and atmospheric contributions f rom a position in the sky 
near  the source.  
The USC- JPL radio a s  tronorny project (3- 5) utilizes a 
Cassegrainian type antenna s y s  tem, presently using a nodding hyper- 
boloidal subreflector to attain the beam-switching mode of operation. 
F r o m  1964 to 1967 the s y s  tem had been a normal Cassegrainian type 
antenna sys  tem, utilizing a 60-inch diameter paraboloidal reflector 
and a 7.8-inch diameter hyperboloidal subreflector,  coaxial with the 
paraboloid. A f e r r i t e  waveguide switch w a s  used to switch between 
the source signal and a reference waveguide termination. With time, 
the insertion loss of the f e r r i t e  switch increased, the isolation became 
quite unpredictable, and system performance w a s  degraded. I t  
became c lear  that a new concept in Cassegrainian antenna systems 
would have to be developed. 
Thus,  a project to design, analyze, and evaluate a beam- 
switching system w a s  initiated. This system would involve the use 
of a "nodding", or periodically tilting, hyperboloidal subreflec tor. 
Several  other investigators had analyzed beam- switching by means 
of tilted subreflectors,  'off-axis feeds,  and dual feedhorns (6- lo) ,  
but none had developed a "nodding" hyperboloidal subreflector in a 
synchronous detection system. A l s o ,  analyses had been of a 
4 
geometrical  optics nature,  and no vector diffraction theory analysis 
of the tilted hyperboloid system had .beep ca r r i ed  out. 
The nodding hyperboloidal subreflector c rea tes  a n  off-axis 
beam in each of i t s  two tilted positions. Thus,  one beam m a y  be used 
to t rack a source  such as the sun or moon, and the other m a y  be used 
as the "cold sky" reference beam in the synchronous detection 
scheme. 
as in the normal  Dicke system utilizing a waveguide switch; but in 
the beam switching sys tem,  no deleterious effects f rom the switch 
insertion loss a re  obtained. 
The same radiometer and electronic sys tem may  be used 
Experimentally, there  a re  several  advantages in using a 
beam-switching system. 
ent in the use of a f e r r i t e  waveguide switch, but one can, to some 
extent, eliminate the effects of the atmosphere with respect  to 
variable thermal  noise contributions due to short-  t e rm (minutes) 
changes in water vapor content in the atmosphere.  
associated with varying atmospheric properties have been examined 
by severa l  investigators (1 1 - 1 5); and preliminary work indicates that 
the nodding subdish system may be particularly useful in future 
studies of atmospheric variability. 
Not only can one avoid the problems inher- 
Problems 
There  is no way to completely eliminate the two atmospheric 
effects of antenna temperature  contribution and source attenuation. 
One problem associated with atmospheric variations is that long- te rm 
\ 3 
5 
(one hour) changes in water vapor content yield unpredictable and 
variable source  temperature measurements  (5). 
, .  
A beam-switching 
sys  tem eliminates the shor t  t e rm scintillations and contributions of 
the atmosphere by a differencing method whereby the net detected 
signal is the difference between the signals seen in each of the two 
antenna beams (thus subtacting out the atmospheric temperature 
contribution, but not the attenuation). Problems of long- t e rm atmos-  
pheric variation will be m o r e  nearly overcome when the properties of 
c 
the atmosphere itself a r e  accurately known during the period of a n  
astronomical observation. 
_, 
The nodding subdish system thus lends itself quite well to 
in-depth studies of radio-astronomical and atmospheric problems in  
particular. The ultimate value of the system w i l l  depend upon the 
degree to which refinements in the equipment, observational tech- 
niques, and data reduction methods a r e  ca r r i ed  out. 
Chapter 2 
* SCATTERING FROM A TILTED HYPERBOLOIDAL REFLECTOR 
2.1 Introduction 
Scattering f r o m  an asymmetr ic  (tilted) hyperboloidal reflector 
has  been investigated previously in the l i terature  using the techniques 
of geometrical  optics (7,  9). In o rde r  to obtain more  accurate  
expressions for  important diffraction effects, the problem of e lectro-  
magnetic wave scattering f rom a tilted hyperboloid is solved in  this 
chapter using the methods of vector diffraction theory. 
2.  2 Theoretical Analysis 
Figure 2-1 indicates the geometry of a symmetr ic  (untilted) 
Cassegrainian antenna system. Points F and Q a r e  the two geome- 
t r ica l  foci of the hyperboloid; point F is also the pr ime focus of the 
paraboloid. Point Q need not be at the vertex of the paraboloid; it is 
placed there to correspond to the source position in the nodding sub- 
dish system. The basic  operation of the two-reflector antenna sys-  
tem can be described by geometrical  optics. In the t ransmit  mode, 
for  example, a spherical  wave emerging f rom Q will, upon reflection 
f r o m  the hyperboloid, be t ransformed into a wave having a spherical  
surface of constant phase centered at F. I t  appears,  then, that 
6 
7 
Figure 2-1. Geometry of a two-reflector Cassegrainian 
antenna system with a symmetrically 
positioned hyperboloid. 
8 
spherical  waves emanate f rom F, the virtual focus of the hyperboloid. 
Upon reflection f rom the paraboloidal surface,  spherical  waves from 
F are transformed into plane waves propagating in a direction paral-  
lel to the axes of the hyperboloid and paraboloid. Every r a y  emerg-  
ing f rom Q and undergoing reflection f rom the subreflector travels 
the same distance to any spherical  surface centered a t  F (provided 
- 
the radius of the sphere  is l e s s  than Fa). Thus F is the geometrical- 
optics phase center of the rays  reflected f rom the hyperboloid. The  
receive mode r eve r ses  the above se r i e s  of events. 
The initial source of spherical  waves a t  Q is not an  isotropic 
radiator ,  but has a feed pattern determined by a waveguide horn 
s t ruc ture  or  other type of feed sys tem,  i . e . ,  E. = f(9,CP). A very 
1 
complete vector diffraction theory study of scat ter ing f rom a symme- 
t r ic  hyperboloid in a Cassegrainian antenna sys  tem has been ca r r i ed  
out by Rusch (16). 
F igure  2-2 indicates the geometry of the tilted hyperboloid 
system. Points F' and F" are the two geometrical  foci of the hyper- 
boloid. Point F is the origin of the X - Z coordinate sys tem in 
which the scat tered field is measured. The Z -axis is colinear with 
the axis of symmetry  of.the paraboloid. Point T represents  the end 
2 2  
2 
view of the axis  about which the hyperboloid is tilted. a is the tilt  
l - z l  angle. 
The  p r imary  field emanates f rom Q (the origin of the X 
i 
3 
9 
N- 
I- 
LL 
10 
system) in the fo rm of a spherical  wave and impinges on the hyper- 
boloid. 
A complete analysis of the two-reflector problem (including 
the paraboloidal main reflector) can be ca r r i ed  out by using the field 
scat tered f rom the hyperboloid as the illumination on the paraboloid 
(17). 
The analysis of scattering from the hyperboloidal surface is 
ca r r i ed  out f rom a general  solution to the electromagnetic field 
equations, as in Silver (18, Chapters 3 and 5). 
physical-optics analysis i n  Silver uses the angular distribution of 
the point-source illumination to calculate the currents  induced on the 
The particular 
hyperboloid. The cur ren ts  a t  each point are  calculated f rom plane- 
wave reflection formulas s o  that the method is restr ic ted to dimen- 
sions and radii  of curvature of wavefront and hyperboloid that are 
la rge  relative to a wavelength. The scat tered field a t  any point is 
then determined by integrating over the t ransverse components of 
the induced surface currents .  
ably accurate  resul ts  in the determination of the electromagnetic 
properties of microwave reflector antennas (16,17). 
initially assumed that the incident field is polarized in the plane of 
the tilt.. Because of the symmetry  of the geometry and the illumina- 
tion, the scat tered field wi l l  be symmetr ical  about the plane of tilt 
This technique has achieved remark-  
I t  will be 
1 1  
and the phase center  of the scat tered field will l i e  in  the plane of the 
tilt. 
Consider the case of a region V (as indicated in 
which is unbounded and in which the sources  (currents) 
magnetic field a re  confined to a region of finite extent. 
Figure 2-3) 
of the elec tro- 
The  source 
point is determined b y  the vector p ( p ,  6,Cp). 0 is the origin, P is the 
field point, and S is the source  point. 
source  of incident illumination, but represents  the position of 
The source point S is not the 
cur ren ts  induced by the illuminating field. 
on the reflecting surface a r e  confined to the hyperboloid, the volume 
distribution of cu r ren t  becomes a surface distribution over this 
illuminated surface.  
A s  the induced currents  
F o r  the case  of the field point P located at  a large distance 
f r o m  both the source  and the origin ( r , R  >> I p I ) ,  the following 
approximations are  valid: 
- -  
phase: r E R - p R 1  
amplitude: r = R 
c 
unit vectors: r^ = R 1  1 
The scat tered field intensity in the far field is (18, Equation 
5.70): 
12 
x 
Y 
Figure 2-3. Geometry of the scattering problem relating 
sources  of the electromagnetic field (currents) ,  
origin, and field point. 
13 
where (G xz.) = I(/2 and = induced surface cur ren t  density on the 
1 
- 
hyperboloid. H. is the incident magnetic field. 
1 
The magnetic field is given by the far-zone relationship 
e. n 
The t e rm [ (Gx H.) R 1 R is the longitudinal vector com- 
1 1 1  
n 
ponent of the induced surface cur ren t  in the direction of R 
can be  seen  that subtraction of this term from (G xH.) yields fields 
that are always t ransverse to R in the case  of the above far-field 
Thus i t  1' 
1 
n 
1 
approximations. 
Using different notation for  the t e r m  in brackets [ 1,  the far- 
zone scat tered field intensity becomes 
where E. is the incident magnetic field evaluated a t  the hyperboloidal 
reflecting surface,  and 
The  integration is ca r r i ed  out over the illuminated front of the 
reflector. 
1 
is the unit vector normal to the surface. 
T o  account for  the cur ren t  discontinuity between the front 
14 
and back of the reflector,  a line of charge has been postulated to l ie 
along the rim of the reflector.  When the electromagnetic field 
approximations used in conjunction with the vector Kirchhoff equations 
a r e  discontinuous and the resulting integrations a r e  over open s u r -  
faces,  it can be shown that the Kirchhoff equations intrinsically 
include the boundary-line charge contributions (19). The effects of 
this line charge a r e  incorporated in  Equation ( 2 - 3 ) .  
Following Figure 2 -2  and Equation (2 -3 ) ,  the X - Z  coordinate 3 3  
sys tem is chosen as the system in which the integration will be 
car r ied  out. In this system, the hyperboloid is symmetr ic ,  and he 
ranges of integration a r e  cp : 0 to 2 , and 8 : 8 to TT , A l l  vectors,  
distances, and feed functions contained in the integrand must be 
expressed in t e rms  of the X - Z  coordinates. The X - Z  system 
is obtained by translating and rotating the X - Z  system. A l l  angles 
cp a r e  measured clockwise in the X-Y plane f rom the X-axis toward 
the Y-ax i s .  A l l  angles 8 a r e  measured f rom the tZ-axis.  
0 
3 3  3 3  
1 1  
The hyperboloid is axially symmetr ic  in the X - Z  system. 3 3  
The equation for  its surface in this system is 
where 
15 
e = eccentricity, > 1 
8 < Q3 < TI (for the geometry shown in Figure 2-2)  
0 
In  te rms  of rectangular coordinates,  the transformations from 
system to the X - Z system a r e  the X1- Z 1 3 3  
(1) a translation: 
x = x t x  
4 1 
- 
y4 - y1 
z = z l + z  4 
and (2) a rotation. 
= x cos u t z s i n u  x3 4 4 
y3 - y4 
z3 - -x4 4 
- 
s i n a  t z cos a - 
(2-5) 
Simplifying these express  ions, we obtain the following se t s  of 
transformations: 
z3 sin u - X C o S a  - x1 = 
y1 - y3 
z1 3 3 
3 
- 
= x s i n a  + z  c o s a -  2 
(2-7) 
16 
= x cos a t  Z s in  u t (X cos a t  Z sin U) 1 1 
(2-8) 
z3 = -x s in  u t  z cos a -  (X s in  a - z cos a) 1 1 
The unit vector transformations then become: 
= n a C O S U  - Z  s i n a  
x3 23 
(1) { ^a = 2 
Y l  Y3 
P. = a cos u t 2  s i n a  xl 21 
n 
A A a = -a s in  a t  cos 01 
23 x l  21 
(2- 9) 
(2-10) 
Referring to Equation (2-3) and Figures  2-2 and 2-3 we may 
identify 
- 
(in the X -Z  sys tem where P = P2 gp2 2 2  
w e  measu re  the scat tered 
field a t  a point P ( R ,  8 ,v)) 
(2- 11) 
A - 
R R l  = a 
A 
2 a = a s in  e C O S T  t^ a s in  e sinrpZtha cos e p 2  x2 2 2 Y2 2 22 
R x2 Y 2  22 
(2- 12) 
15 h a = a s in  e C O S T  +^a s in  e s i n v  t 2 cos e 
Thus , in Equation ( 2 - 3 )  , 
17 
s in  8 s in  0 COS p -y  + COS 8 COS e2.1 (2-13) = P2C 2 2 
Equation (2-3) becomes 
-jkR 
E(P) = -jwp e J s { ~ x f T i l  e tjkp2[ s in  8 sin 8, cos (?-v2) + 
R t ransverse 
t cos e e,3 
dS (2-14) 
Now consider the factor f 6 xH. ] 
considering a non-symmetric geometry,  the orientation of the inci- 
. Since we are  
1 t ransverse  
- 
dent field H.  is extremely important. 
1 
Two major  cases  to consider are  E 11 X I -  Z plane and 
i 1 
E i j X 1 -  Z1 plane. Consider the analysis f o r  the f irst  case, E. in 
the X I -  2 The resul ts  for 
the second case  (E. 1 X  - 2 
1 
plane (plane of tilt of the hyperboloid). 1 
plane) w i l l  be given la ter .  
1 1 1  
In  conventional vector notation, 
(2- 15) 
where A(B1) is the feed'horn pattern, which is regarded as a function 
of .8 only (i. e . ,  no variation of feed horn pattern as a function of? ). 1 1 
The incident magnetic field is then: 
18 
i 
-jkp 1 
- [ sinCpl 2, - c o s v  2 1 (2-16) 6 A(B1) e 
1 91-1 p1 
These incident fields are  centered a t  Q, the origin of the 
X - Z  system. 1 1  
For calculation of the cross-product (c x E.), the incident 
1 
field and the normal mus t  be expressed in rectangular coordinates, 
as the unit vectors in a spherical  coordinate system a r e  not constant 
but vary as a function of position. 
c A 
1 
av,l = -a s i n y  t 2  coscp 
x l  1 Y l  
A A A a = a cos 8 coscp t cos 8 s in?  - a s i n 8  (2-17) e1 x l  1 1 Y l  1 1 z l  1 
Thus,  in a rectangular coordinate s y s  tern, 
*(-sinrp coscpl) t (sin B c o s v l ) l  
1 z l  1 -1 
2 2 
* s i n  ~p,- cos ~ p )  t (-sin elsinrp 11 
z l  1 ,  
(2- 18) 
19 
For a n  hyperboloidalsurface described by 
the normal  to this surface in the X - 2 3 3  coordinate sys tem is 
(2-19) 
(2-20) 
where 
2 2 j ' 2  
m(e3) = [ (1 t e cos e t (e s in  8 3 3 
is a vector away f rom the origin of the X - Z coordinate 
F o r  computation of (GxH.), 1 we require  the normal  toward 
1 3 3  
h 
system. 
h 
theX3-Z 3 sys tem,  which is 6 2 = -nl 
Utilizing the following coordinate 'trans forma tion express  ions 
6 h 
3 a = a sin 8 c o s y  t 2  s i n  e sincp -1-2 COS 8 P3 x 3  3 3 Y3 3 3 2 3  
(2-21) 
h A n 
3 a = a cos  8 cos'p + %  cos 8 s i n y 3  - a sin 0 03 x 3  3 3 Y3 3 23 
l - z l  and Equations (2-10), the outward normal 2 becomes (in the X 
coordinate system): 
20 
- 1  ; = -  ( c o s a  s in  8 cos - s in  a cos 8 - e s in  a) t - 2 m(e3) [gxl  3 3 3 
tii (sin €I s i n 9  ) t 
Y l  3 3 
t 2 ( s i n a  srn CI c o s 9  t cos a ( e  t cos e I)] (2-22) z l  3 3 3 
This m a y  be rewritten as 
where 
C ( e  ,$ ) = cos a (sin 8 coscp,) - -..in a(e t cos 8 ) 
3 3  3 3 
- 
The incident magnetic field H. is  rewritten as 
1 
I 
(2-24) 
where 
The surface cur ren t  density (G X K.) becomes 2 1 
2- 4 
21 
(2-2 5) 1 t ( c G - D F ) ; ~ ~  
- 
The t ransverse components of (6 X H.) mus t  be determined. 2 1  
Since the scat tered field is measured in the X 2 2  - Z system, the 
spherical  coordinate unit vectors t ransverse  to R can be expressed 
in t e rms  of the rectangular unit vectors: 
A cos 8 cos cp t $ cos 8 s i n q  - a  ^ sin e A -  ae - a x2 Y2 22 
The t ransverse  components of (6 X e.) become 2 1  
where 
[ I ; ,Xfi ,J8 = 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
3 t (EF-CH)cos 8 s inV+ (CG-DF)(-sin 8 )  
22 
and, 
t. (EF-CH)(cos rp)]  
L J 
Thus, 
The differential surface element dS on the surface of the 
3 -  z 3  hyperboloid is calculated as seen f rom F", the origin of the X 
coordinate system. Figure  2-2 indicates the geometry of the situa- 
tion, dS is the actual infinitesimal surface a r e a ,  not the projection 
on a plane normal  to 2 
P3' 
2 s in  8 d e 3  dq3 
P3 
p3 3 dS = (Iy a^  ) 
Utilizing expressions f o r  6 and p this becomes: . 1  3 '  
3 
3 
2 m(8 ) sin 8 de3 
(1 t e cos 8 ) 3 3 dS = 
3. 
( 2 - 2 9 )  
(2-30) 
23 
Combining all computed factors of Equation (2-3)  we obtain 
t j k p  [ s i n  8 s in  8 cos (4p-q.) t cos 8 cos €I2] 2 2 
. e  . 
P, 
Rewriting, with U J V ~  = k,
(2-3 1 )  
(2-32) 
where 
and 
24 
M(9 ,q ) = (DH-EG) cos 9 cosFp t (EF-CH) cos 9 s i n y t  (CG-DF)(-sin 9)  3 3  
G = cos a ( s i n  9 cosSp ) - sin a (e t cos 9 ) 3 3 3 
3 D = s in  9 sin? 
E = s i n U ( s i n  9 c o s y  ) t cos a (e t cos 9 ) 
F = (1 + cos e , )  s i n v l  c o s y  
G = cos 9 s in  0 - cos Cp 1 1 
I H = -s in  8 s i n 9  
3 
3 3 3 
1 
2 2 
1 
1 
F o r  the second case  of incident illumination, w h e r e  E. i s  in 
plane (plane of tilt of the hyperboloid) an  entirely parallel  
1 
the x - Z  
analysis m a y  be ca r r i ed  out. 
1 1  
The  incident fields a re  written as 
and 
(2 -33)  
The scat tered electric field a t  the field point P is then (for 
25 
: E. in the X1- 5 plane): 
3 1  
E(P) = Ee(P) a^  + E  (P)a^ e v  cp 
w h e r e  
(2-34) 
and 
[ K] = [ s i n  8 s in  0 cos (v-'pz) t cos 8 cos e,] 2 
Mt(03 ,V3)  = (DH'-EG')cos 8 cosCp + (EF'-CH')cos 0 sin43 t (CGI-DF'). 
*(-sin 0)  
N' (8  Cp ) = (DH'-EG')(-siny) t (EF'-CH')(cosV) 
3' 3 
C = cos a ( s i n  8 cosCp3) - s i n a  (e + cos 8 ) 
3 3 
3 
D = s in  8 s i n v  
E = s in  u (sin 0 COST ) + cos u (e + cos 0 ) 
3 
3 3 3 
2 2 F' = s in  Cpl - (COS 0 )(cos ) 1 1 
1 . G' = - ( 1  + c o s  8 ) s h y l  COST 1 
1 H' = cosCp s in  8 1 
Equations (2-32) m a y  be initially analyzed to determine 
seve ra l  things about their character.  In t h e y  = 0 plane, n o q  com- 
ponent of the scat tered field is expected s ince the incident w a v e  is 
polarized in the X - Z 1 1  
the untilted case also. All  elements of the E 
plane, i. e. , the fp = 0 plane. This  is true f o r  
equation m a y  be cp 
checked fo r  evenness o r  oddness as a function of Cp and it is found 
that N(e3 ,q3)  = -N(B3,2n - Cp,), i. e . ,  N is a n  odd function o f q  for  
3' 
3 
= 0. The exponents of the E equation a re  even. Hence, the entire CP 
integrand of the Cp integral, I 
Therefore ,  the 
integration f rom IT to 2 n ,  and E 
(($7 ) is such that I(q3) = -I(2rr - 8,). 
3 93 
integration from 0 to TI is exactly cancelled by the 3 
= 0 when q =  0. 
cp 
Similarly, consider the plane .Cp= n/Z, where in the untilted 
case one finds that E = 0. 
M(8,,q3) is even, and M(8 
F rom previously, everything other than 
Cp ) mus t  be tested for  evenness or  
8 
3' 3 
oddness as a function o f q  
this te rm does not integrate to z e r o  over t h e q  
If the tilt angle a goes to zero,  i t  is found that the E 
to z e r o  for  the axially symmetr ic  c a s e  (CY, = 0). Therefore ,  E in the 
I t  is found that M(8 3' 3' 3 Cp ) is even and 
range of integration. 
3 
integral goes 8 
8 
= n/2 plane is the cross-polarized component of the sca t te red  field 
for  the asymmetr ic  geometry. 
27 
Examination of the expressions for  E (P) and E (P) (Equations 8 PP 
2-32) show that in the given form,  variables in severa l  coordinate 
sys tems are used. Thus,  specifications f o r  computer transformations 
of coordinate sys tems m u s t  be made to c a r r y  out the integration in 
the x -z coordinate system. Evaluation of the expressions for  E (P) 
3 3  8 
and E (P) is ca r r i ed  out using a Simpson's Rule method of numerical  
cp 
integration. The field of integration, defined by the l imits  of integra- 
tion, is divided into rings,  each of which is A 8 wide, and segments 
of the ring, each of which is A q  in  length, The integrand (I ) is 
3 
3 n 
evaluated a t  each of the very small regions A8 A 9  3 3' 
integral for each ring is calculated using the following rule: 
The value of the 
(2-3 5) 
where N is the total number of 9 segments. As the contributions 3 
f rom the rings a re  added up, moving f rom 8 = 8 
number of segments of length AT is  reduced, until a t  the center  of 
the hyperboloid, only four segments remain. 
to 0 = IT, the 
0 
3 
Specifying a particular value of 8 a n d v 3  allows one to 3 
calculate all the elements of Equations (2-32) by the following rules:  
where kxl  = kx cos U - kz3 s i n U  - kX 3 
28 
kY1 = kY3 
kz 1 3 3 
= kx sin a t kz COS a- kZ 
3 
3 
kx = kp s in  8 c o s y  
= kp sin 8 s i n y  
3 3 3 and 
ky3 3 3 
3 
kz3 = kp cos 8 
3 
with specifications made f o r  sign conventions and 
quadrant location. 
3 
where kx = kx COS ff - kz 2 3 s i n a  - kX 
- 
kz = kx s i n u  t kz cos ff - kZ - k OF 
2 3 3 
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(7) A(B1) is given as an  input function 
( 8 )  M(O ,Cp ) and N ( 9  ,v ) are  given in Equations (2-32) 
3 3  3 3  
A complete description of the computer program utilized in 
solving Equations (2-32) is given in Appendix A. 
2.3 The  Feed Function 
The pr imary  source feed function, Ale,) ,  is given by the 
following expression f rom Love (20) for  a diagonal feedhorn: 
s in  (* sin 0 1 )cos  (x nd s in  1 ) 
(2-36) 
2 d2 sin2 e l )  
A(B1) = 
s i n 8  )(I  -7
1 
where d = side dimension of diagonal horn aper ture  
X = f r e e  space wavelength 
= angle measured  in theX - Z  sys tem 1 1  
\ 
Feedhorn pattern measurements  show that this theoretical expression 
is experimentally correct .  The 3-dB beamwidth of the horn pattern 
0 
was measured  to be 9. 5 . A 13-dB illumination taper was measured  
a t  the edges of the illuminated hyperboloid (angular diameter is 19O) .  
30 
2.4 Diffraction Theory Results 
F o r  the tilted hyperboloid system (with E in theX - Z  plane 
i 1 1  
0 and a tilt angle of 2.06 ) a s e r i e s  of computer computations based on 
numerical  integration of Equations (2-32) was undertaken. Diffrac- 
tion theory resul ts  were obtained fo r  the three cases  in which D/X = 
59. 54 (the’nodding subdish system),  24, and 10. F igure  2-4 shows 
schematically the geometry and geometrical  values upon which the 
computations are  based. 
FORTRAN I V  computational program, including subroutines f o r  
calculating the phase of the scat tered field and calculating the feed 
horn  pattern is shown in Appendix A .  
A computer listing of the complete 
A page of sample computer 
output, with pertinent resul ts ,  is  shown in Figure 2-5. Since each 
s e t  of computations required a grea t  deal of computer time (approxi- 
mately 1.3 minutes for each field point, using an  IBM 360/75 digital 
computer), the calculations were broken up into groups of about 
eighteen field points to l imit  computer time to less than one-half hour 
fo r  each set .  
F igure  2-6 shows the computed resul ts  for  the field scat tered 
f rom the tilted hyperboloid in the nodding subdish sys tem (D/X = 
59. 54). 
. 
Both the normally polarized and cross-polar ized components 
of the scat tered field a re  indicated. The cross-polar ized component 
is at l ea s t  52-dB below the normally polarized component. I t  can be 
31 
F 
Radius of hyperboloid = 3. 900" (99.06mm) 
Distance between foci = FQ = 2c = 25. 600" (650. 24mm) 
a = AB' = 9. 63107" (244. 63mm) 
c = F B  = BQ = 12. 800" (325.12mm) 
e = e / a  = 1,32903 
TA = 0. 600" (15. 24mm) 
FA (untilted) = c-a = 3.16893" (80.49mm) 
depth of hyperboloid = 0. 981" (24.92mm) 
X = 0. 82762" (21. 02mm) 
Z = 0. 01488" (0. 38mm) 
eo = 170. 54O 
k = 271 / X  = 1 86.26022 meter-' ( for  D/X = 59.54) 
f = 90.0 x 10 Hz (for D/X = 59.54) 
Q = symmetr ic  focus, source position 
F" = tilted focus 
F = paraboloid pr ime focus 
' 
CL = 2 . 0 6 O  \ 
- 8 
Figure 2-4. Schematic view of geometry 
and geometrical values. 
I 
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9 
I 
N 
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seen  f rom the figure that the scat tered field retains i ts  symmetr ical  
0 character is t ic ,  although i t  is displaced approximately 4 f rom its 
symmetr ic  position. This  corresponds to the optical situation in 
which the deviation of a reflected light beam is twice the angular 
movement of the m i r r o r .  
scat ter ing resul ts  for  the three cases  D/X = 59.54, 24, and 10. 
Figure 2-7 shows diffraction theory 
2. 5 Geometrical Optics Field 
In addition to the diffraction theory resul ts  shown in Figure 
2-7,  the geometrical  optics field is a l so  plotted 'for the identical 
geometry and feed function, The geometrical  optics field is deter-  
mined following the method given in S i lver . ( l8 ,  p. 114). 
tude of the field amplitude 1 E I a t  a distance p along the reflected 
r a y  f rom a given point on the reflector is given as 
The magni- 
P 
(2-37) 
where I Erl = magnitude of the field amplitude a t  the point of 
reflection 
= principal radii  of curvature of the reflected 
wavefront at the point of reflection 
R 1 s R 2  
p = distance along the reflected r a y  f rom a given point 
on the reflector 
35 
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( R l + p ) ,  (R t p )  = principal radii  of curvature  of the 
2 
reflected wavefront a t  the field point 
F o r  distances far f rom the hyperboloid, where p >> R1 and R2, 
Equation (2-37)  reduces to 
(2-38) 
I t  w i l l  be shown in Chapter 3 (caustic determination based on  
geometrical  optics) that R 
virtual r a y s  a t  the point of reflection (hyperboloid surface)  since the 
and R 1 2 a r e  the radi i  of curvature  of the 
caustic curves a r e  the loci  of intersections and phase centers  of the 
virtual rays.  R and R a r e  computed in Section 3 . 3 . 1  for many 1 2 
reflected rays in the asymmetr ic  system. 
-
The magnitude of the field amplitude a t  the point of reflection 
( I E , ) )  is the product of the feedhorn pattern A ( 8  ) and a space-taper 
function, s ince the hyperboloid surface is not a constant distance 
f rom the source  Q. 
. 1  
If l/QS is theispace-taper function (where QS 
- t  
is the distance between the source Q and a point S on the hyperboloid 
sur face ,  calculated by the method Section 3 . 3 .  l) ,  the geometrical  
optics field becomes 
1 
I E I = A(8 (l/QS) (RIR2)2.  (scaling constant) 
(2-39) P 
37 
The geometrical  optics field I E I cf. Equation (2-39) and 
P 
Appendix C, page 179 3 , is plotted in  Figure 2-7. 
that the amplitudes of the three diffraction theory cases  and the 
It may  be seen 
geometrical  optics case  agree  very  well. 
Chapter 3 
DETERMINATION OF THE PHASE CENTER 
OF THE SCATTERED FIELD 
3 . 1  Introduction 
This chapter deals with various methods for finding the phase 
center  of the electromagnetic field scattered f rom a tilted hyper- 
boloidal subreflector in a Cassegrainian antenna system. 
suitable alterations to the concepts presented he re ,  the methods 
given a re  applicable to nontilted subreflec tors with off-axis point- 
source feeds. 
(physical optics) analyses a r e  used in the phase center determina- 
tions. 
ledge of the phase and amplitude of the scat tered field, and a r e  based 
upon the previously given scattering analysis (cf. Chapter 2). The 
geometrical  optics methods require only a knowledge of the geometry 
of the problem and the nature of the incident fields. A discussion of 
the advantages , disadvantages, and accuracy of each method wi l l  
With 
Both geometrical  optics and diffraction theory 
The diffraction theory methods depend on an  accurate  know- 
also be given. 
A l l  calculations 
for the nodding subdish 
diameter  of 7 .  9 inches 
of the phase center position a re  ca r r i ed  out 
system in particular with a hyperboloid 
(198. 12 m m ) ,  a hyperboloid tilt  angle of 
38 
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0 2.06 , X = 3.33 mm, and D/X = 59. 54. In addition, phase center 
' 8  determinations for  the identical geometry with D/X = 24 and 10 a r e  
a l so  car r ied  out. Calculations may be easily extended to other 
specific geometries and wavelengths a s  well; however, the resul ts  
presented a r e  not universal and should be generalized for  use in 
other systems only with care .  
3.2 Introductory Concepts and Geometry. 
3.2.1 Symmetric Geometry 
Figure 3-1 shows the geometry of the symmetr ic  (untilted) 
hyperboloid used in a Cassegrainian antenna system. The axis of 
symmetry of the hyperboloid is colinear with the axis of symmetry 
of the paraboloid. Both the point-source Q and the virtual focus of 
the hyperboloid F a r e  on this axis. 
of the hyperboloid. 
with the pr ime focus of the paraboloid. 
Q and F a r e  the geometrical foci 
The virtual focus of the hyperboloid is identical 
It should be noted that for  the 
nodding subdish system in particular the sour'ce Q is placed a t  the 
ver tex of the paraboloid (as shown in Figure 3-1). F o r  a general 
Cassegrainian antenna system the source and subdish may be placed 
anywhere along the symmetr ic  axis (between Q and F) ,  subject only 
to basic geometrical  constraints concerning subdish curvature and 
feedhorn and subdish blockage (6,21). 
40 
HYPER 
-PARA ,BOLO1 
\ OLOID 
Figure 3-1. Geometry of a two-reflector Cassegrainian 
antenna system with a symmetrically 
po s it i one d hype r bolo id. 
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AS discussed in Chapter 2 ,  spherical  waves emerging from Q 
will, upon reflection f rom the hyperboloid, be transformed into waves 
having spherical  wavefronts of near ly  constant phase centered a t  F, 
Thus,  i t  appears  that spherical  waves emanate f rom F, the symme- 
t r ic  focus of the hyperboloid. A geometrical-optics analysis based 
upon the l a w  of equal path length of reflected rays indicates that the 
focus F of the hyperboloid is the phase center of the reflected rays  
in  the sys tem indicated in F igure  3 - 1 .  A l l  rays which emanate f rom 
Q and a r e  reflected from the hyperboloid travel the same distance to 
any spherical  surface centered a t  F. 
% 
A diffraction theory analysis of the symmetr ic  phase center 
position has  been ca r r i ed  out by Rusch (22), and resul ts  of that study 
indicate that the virtual focus of the hyperboloid is a l so  the best-fit 
phase center (within 1/20 wavelength) of the scat tered field in the 
symmetr ic  case  for diameters  as small as 10 wavelengths. 
mental  data confirm these results.  
Experi- 
F o r  the range of wavelengths 
over which the assumptions of physical optics a re  valid, i t  is felt  
that a diffraction- theory analysis of the asymmetr ic  phase center  
position will give accurate  resul ts  also. In general ,  this will cover 
the range D / h  - > 10. 'For smaller D/X,  the physical-optics assump- 
tions that the diameter and radius of curvature  of the reflecting 
surface a r e  much grea te r  than a wavelength a r e  no longer valid. 
42 . 
However, experimental data indicate that the far-field diffraction 
theory resul ts  may  be quite accurate  in this range also. 
3.2.2 Asymmetr ic  Geometry 
Figure 3-2 indicates the geometry of the asymmetr ic  (tilted) 
hyperboloid system. The hyperboloid is tilted downward 2.06O s o  
that the source 'Q is no longer located on the hyperboloid axis  F'F". 
The virtual rays do not mee t  a t  a point such as F in the nontilted 
geometry. 
section of the virtual r a y s .  
known as a "caustic", or  focal surface,  which ir-dicates the "inter- 
The re  is no specific geometrically exact point of inter- 
The re  is, ra ther ,  an  envelope of points 
% 
sections" of all the virtual rays.  
A m o r e  detailed view of the geometrical  quantities may  be 
The hyperboloid is shown tilted w i t h  respect  seen  in Figure 3 - 3 .  
the symmetr ic  axis FQ. 
the plane of tilt of the hyperboloid (plane of the paper). 
The axis of rotation is T ,  perpendicular 
Point F 
to 
to 
represents  the position of the hyperboloid focus in the untilted situa- 
tion. The source Q remains unchanged from its position in the 
symmetr ic  case.  
a t  the points F' and F". . Neither the geometrical  focus F' nor the 
symmetr ic  focus F may  be regarded as the phase center of the 
scat tered field for  the tilted geometry. Three  virtual rays  a r e  
The  geometrical  foci of the tilted hyperboloid are  
43 
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indicated as V V2, and V3. 
3 . 3  Methods of Phase Center Determination 
3 . 3 . 1  Caustic Curve Determination Based on Geometrical  Optics 
Analyses of r a y  tracings (such as F igure  3-2 )  and the discus- 
s ion by Holt (23) indicate that the caustic,  o r  focal surface,  in the 
region of the symmetr ic  focus is a n  approximate position of the 
asymmetr ic  phase center. In particular,  the central  portion of the 
caustic curve might be regarded (to a f i r s t  approximation) as the 
position of the phase center  of the scat tered field. 
I t  can be shown (cf. Appendix B), by a simple geometrical  
analysis,  that both the intersection and the phase center of adjacent 
reflected r a y s  are identical points in the l imit  of very close incident 
and reflected rays. The caustic curve is the locus of the intersec- 
tions of adjacent scat tered rays.  The intersection of adjacent rays  
is the center of curvature of the localized wavefront; and since i t  is 
shown that the center  of curvature and the phase center  of the local- 
ized scat tered field (in the plane of tilt) a re  identical points and lie on 
the caustic curve,  one may s a y ,  conversely, that the caustic repre-  
sents  the locus of phase centers  of se t s  of adjacent rays.  
A simplifiedview of the ray  optics geometry is seen in 
Figure 3-4 .  A single caustic curve is indicated in the figure. In 
46 
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general ,  there  will exist a pair of caustic curves  resulting f rom the 
asymmetr ic  geometry, each of which corresponds to the loci of the 
two principal centers  of curvature for  each point of the reflected 
wavefront. 
extended s o  as to intersect the-wavefront. 
tion, the wavefront wi l l  have two principal radi i  of curvature ,  one 
for  the curvature  in the X - Z  plane, and the other for the curvature  
perpendicular to the X-Z plane. 
Consider a particular reflected ray  in  the X-Z plane 
At the point of intersec- 
Thus,  for  every point on the wave- 
front there is associated a pair of centers  of curvature  on the virtual 
extension of the ray  through that point. In general ,  the totality of 
these points constitute two caustic surfaces .  The  intersection of 
these surfaces and the plane of tilt (X-Z plane) yields the double- 
branched caustic curve. The ray-  tracing construction in F igure  3-2 
yielded only the lower branch, s ince only the intersections of rays  in 
the p lane  of tilt could be plotted. 
Knowledge of the geometry and incident wave description in 
the tilted hyperboloid scattering problem enables one to compute the 
r ay  congruence of the scat tered field. The r ay  congruence is speci- 
fied by giving the ray direction a t  each point on a reference surface- 
. 
the reference sur face  not necessarily being a wavefront. 
Following Figure  3 - 5 ,  the reference surface V w i l l  be taken 
as the hyperboloid surface itself. F o r  ease  of computation, a 
48 
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, ,coordinate sys tem (XI-Z ' )  w i l l  be chosen such that the hyperboloid is 
symmetr ic  wi th  respect  to the 2'-axis of that system. The  geometric 
focus F' of the hyperboloid lies a t  the origin of the system. 
source  Q is not on the axis of symmetry  of the hyperboloid because of 
The 
the tilted geometry of the problem. Following the determination of 
the focal sur face ,  a coordinate transformation w i l l  be made s o  that 
these surfaces  may be described in the symmetr ic  coordinate system 
(X-Z), i.e. , that system in which the paraboloid is symmetr ic  and in 
which the hyperboloid appears  to be tilted (cf, Figure 3-3 ) .  
The reference sur face  V in Figure 3 - 5  m a y  be described as 
(dropping all pr imes) :  
- 
RS = X(U,  v); + y(u, v); + z(u, v); Z 
X Y 
(3-1)  
where u and v a re  curvil inear coordinates on V and E 
f rom the origin to a point S on V. 
is a vector S 
The reflected r a y  directions on V a r e  specified by the unit 
vector s^  (u, v) where s^  i s ,  by Snell 's l a w  
r r 
A s^  = s - 2(S^.*;;)C r i 1 
and s" = unit vector ' in the direction of the incident ray 
i 
(3 -2 )  
= unit vector normal (outward) to the reflecting surface 
in theX'-Z' plane. 
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The distances f3 and f3 f rom S along the reflected r ay  to the 
caustic surfaces  are  given by the solutions to the quadratic equation 
1 2 
(23): 
2 2  2 (EG-F )@ t (Eg-2Ff  t G e ) 8  4- (eg - f ) = 0 (3 -3 )  
B l  and 8 represent  the radii  of curvature.of the reflected 2 
wavefront a t  V (cf. Figure 3-6) .  
The elements of Equation (3 -3 )  are: 
. as^ . as^ 
The caustic points on the reflected (or  virtual.) ray  will then 
be 
As E ranges over V,  the above formulas determine the S 
caus tic surfaces 
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2' Figure 3 - 6 .  Relationship between focal points Q and Q 1 .  
virtual ray, and caustic curves.  
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Along each reflected ray,  two caustic points Q and Q will be 
This  indicates that the scat tered wavefront has  two principal 
1 2 
found. 
radi i  of curvature  corresponding to the two principal lines of curva- 
ture  a t  some  localized portion of the reference surface. One line of 
curvature  will be in the plane of tilt ,  and the other wi l l  be perpendi- 
cu lar  to the plane of tilt. 
af pairs  of focal points in the plane of tilt w i l l  yield two caustic 
curves  (cf. Figure 3-6). 
It can be seen  that the loci of the totality 
For the specific case  of scattering f rom a hyperboloid with an  
off-axis source  (cf. Figure 3-5), the following development is  car r ied  
out utilizing the hyperboloid surface as the ray  congruence reference 
surface.  
On the surface of the hyperboloid, 
x = r cosCp 
S 
Therefore ,  
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The incident r a y s  a r e  
a r e  the coordinates of a point on the hyperboloid s' y s  zs where x 
a r e  the coordinates of the source point 
xQJ 'Q 
The outward normal to the hyperboloid is 
2x S 2 2Ys 2 4  2 6  
where m(6) = [('n ) + ( ) 4 (.-.s>] c -a c -a a 
The reflected ray  then becomes (from Equation (3-2)) 
s  ^ = $.- 2(& A); = c% a^  t CI a  ^ t a a^  
r i  1 x x  y y  z z  
where 
(3-10) 
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and 
Identifying the curvil inear coordinates u and v with r and Cp 
respectively, Equations (3-4) become: 
(3- 11) 
F o r  each particular point S ,  solutions @ and @ to Equation 1 2 
(3-3)  are  found. The caustic curves  a r e  determined by allowing S to 
range over the l ine determined by the intersection of the hyperboloid 
surface and the plane of tilt (XI-Z'), thus yielding families of points 
Q, and Q defined by Equation (3-5). 2 
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A computer program solving Equations (3-1) through (3-11) 
has been developed to determine the caustic curves  associated with 
reflections f rom a tilted hyperboloid. 
given in Appendix C. 
A listing of the program is 
F igure  3-7 shows the caustic curves  deter-  
mined f r o m  the computer calculations. Both the untilted (F) and tilted 
(F') coordinate sys tems a r e  indicated in the figure. It is determined 
that the position of intersection of the caustic curves  in the untilted 
coordinate sys tem is a t  the point: 
R = 5.321 mm ( = 1. 598 X fo r  X = 3.33 mm 
ci 
in the nodding subdish sys tem)  
s 
6 = 88.755O (measured f rom the Z-axis) 
ci 
0 
cpci = 0.0 (measured f rom the X-axis) 
The above caustic intersection point is shown in F igure  3-7. 
It will be shown later that the caustic intersection point is approxi- 
mately one- tenth wavelength f rom the positions of the geometrical  
optics phase center and the diffraction theory phsse center for  the 
nodding subdish sys tem in particular ( A  = 3.33 m m ,  D/X = 59. 54). 
The caustic intersection point is approximately 0. 9X (for X = 3.33 
mm) from the position of the hyperboloid geometric focus (point F', 
Figures  3-3 and 3-7). 
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' ,  3 . 3 . 2  Best-fit Phase Center - Geometrical Optics 
A geometrical-optics analysis of phase center  position w a s  
undertaken to determine the possible agreement between the diffrac- 
tion theory results and geometrical  optics resul ts  in the case  of a 
tilted hyperboloid geometry. 
the source  Q to various points on the hyperboloid, and then by 
reflection to points P on a very la rge  c i rc le  (SI) centered at F' (the 
origin of the tilted coordinate system) will allow one to determine 
the phase of the scat tered field on the large circle.  
Figure 3 - 8  shows that ray tracing from 
In terms of path 
length, with 8 M 8 for  la rge  R ,  
2. 1 
N -  
path length = as t R 1  = QS [ R  
- -  
= QS + [R - p cos ( e l -  e,)] (3- 12)' 
The problem of finding a new phase center in the tilted 
coordinate system is  a problem of determining the point 0 which is 
the center of concentric c i rc les  (S") upon which the reflected field 
has approximately constant phase, in a specific sense.  
The phase a t  point P measured f rom 0 is (kr - c) ,  where c is 
quas i- c ons tant. 
The actual path length description of phase a t  point P i s ,  from 
Equation (3-12) ,  
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Figure 3-8 .  Phase center geometry, tilted 
hyperboloid, tilted coordinate sys  tern. 
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pathlength phase = k as t R - p COS (e  - 8  )1 . 
1 3 ,  
The difference between the phase a t  point P measured f rom 0 
(the desired constant phase) and the path length phase (the actual 
phase) is: 
A = k QS + R  - P C O S  (e  - e 3 ) j  - (kr - C )  . t 1 
But P = R - a cos (Jr  -e2), f o r  R ,  r >> a ,  f rom Figure  3-8 .  
The phase difference then becomes , for  8 x €I1,  2 
If w e  define k as - p cos ( e l -  e,)] as -@(e l ) ,  the phase L 
difference becomes 
0 
The 180 phase shift undergone by all incident r a y s  upon 
reflection f rom the hyperboloid surface need not be considered in  
this analysis. Since the phase difference A is minimized in 'a  leas t  
squares  sense ,  the addition o r  subtraction of a constant, c ' ,  to the 
value of A ( A  f: c ' )  cannot affect the parameters  (ka 
Equation (3-13) .  
and Jr ) of 
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F o r  a constant R ,  the phase may a l so  be defined as 
360° 
= (path length - R )  --* ('l'degrees x 
360° 
= [QS - p cos (0 1 - 0 3 ) 1  d . -x - (3-14) 
where X is the wavelength, or  an  a rb i t r a ry  constant. The expression 
fo r  G(0,) in Equation (3-14) is used in Equation (3-13) to give the 
phase on the c i rc le  centered a t  F'. 
A computer program (cf. Appendix C )  was written to determine 
the geometrical  optics phase,  @ ( € I , ) ,  in Equation (3-1.4) fo r  rays 
emanating f rom Q and reflected f rom the hyperboloid. This program 
utilizes the geometrical  relationships needed to determine the caustic 
curves in the preceding section; and the solution of Equation (3-14) is 
included in that program a s  a specific addition for  determining the 
phase of the reflected geometrical  optics field., Knowing this phase 
on the a rb i t r a ry  c i rc le  centered a t  the origin of the tilted coordinate 
sys tem (F') enables one to determine the phase center  by a leas t  
squares  f i t  method. The quantity A ,  which represents  the difference 
between the theoretically constant phase on the c i rc le  SI* (cf. Figure 
3-8 )  and the actual non-constant phase G(O ) on the c i rc le  S'  is 1 
minimized in a l eas t  squares  sense. Equation (3-14) m u s t  be  solved 
f o r  kz, (r , znd c to minimize the variance of the differences between 
61 
the two descriptions of phase. 
I _  
H(8,) as a function of 8 is known f rom Equation (3-14); but 1 
s ince the phase @(e ) of the reflected r a y s  changes rapidly and mono- 1 
tonically, the best-fit phase center wi l l  b s  a function of the range of 
0 considered. 1 
F o r  accurate  comparison with an experimental determination 
of the phase center ,  the theoretical calculations should be made using 
only those values of 8 which are  experimentally significant, i. e . ,  1 
only those values which arise from actual physical reflections f rom 
the hyperboloid surface,  a t  radii  of less than 3. 9 inches (for the 
nodding subdish system). 
The computed phase @(e,)  is a s e r i e s  of d i scre te  values deter-  
mined by computer solutions of Equation (3-14). This computed phase 
m u s t  be writ ten as H (8 ). , i li 
Thus, the phase difference equation to' be solved becomes 
A. = c -I- ka COS (JI -e l i )  - Hi(eli) (3- 15) 
1 
The variance of the difference between the postulated phase 
[c I- ka cos (JI - 8  li)] and the actual phase [ @.(e ) I  is 
1 li  - 
2 N 
(3-16) 
2 N 2  
(J = C Ai = C [ c -t ka cos (4 -eli) - gi(eli)]  
i=l i=l 
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The unknown $ mus t  be "separated" from the te rm cos ($ -8  
2 
) l i  
in o rde r  to determine. a solution for  ka, I), and c by minimizing CT 
with respect  to these variables. Utilizing the identity 
COS ($ - 8  ) = cos Jr COS 0 t sin Jr s in  Bli 
l i  li  
w e  obtain 
2 
o2 = [IC t ka cos $ cos 0 t ka sin Q s in  0 - $(€Il i ) ]  (3-17) l i  l i  i= 1 
Applying the minimization conditions 
3 
= o  3 U "  
a(ka cos $)  
(3-18) 
2 a 0  = o  (3 )  a ( k a  s in  J r )  
w e  obtain three homogeneous equations which may be solved for c ,  I#, 
and ka. 
Equation (3-17) does not take into consideration the fact  that 
the amplitude of the scat tered field varies with 8 
factor mus t  be introduced to give a m o r e  accurate  phase center 
hence a weighting 
1 i' 
determination. 
the actual phase, Gi(€Ili), in direct  proportion to the power level of 
A weight can be assigned to each particular value of 
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the scat tered field a t  each corresponding 0 . Thus, with weighting 1 i' 
considered, the variance is expressed as 
2 N 
i=l 
cr 2 = C wi(Ai) 
(3- 19) 
2 
e *  where w. a r e  the weights for each value of phase,  proportional to  E 1 
Rewriting the variance relation in the form of Equation (3-16), 
w e  obtain 
N 2 
i=l 
(3-20) 
2 
CI = C w [ c  t ka cos (Jr - 0  .) - @.)€Ili)] 
i 1 1  
Applying the minimization conditions, we obtain the following 
homogeneous equations to be solved fo r  ka,  Jr , and c. 
c t ka cos JI cos 0 t ka s in  q sin 0 - @.(el i ) ]  = 0 
li l i  1 i = l  
c t ka cos $ cos 0 + ka s in  d, sin 81i-@i(01i)][cos Bli: = 0 
li i=l 
(3-21) 
A determination of the geometrical  optics phase center ,  with 
weighting of each phase equal to 1 .0  ( w i =  1.0, the non-weighted case)  
yields the best-fit phase center point (0) a t  
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a = 5.884 mm (= 1.7671 for  X = 3.33 mm) 
Jr = 87.262O 
measured  in the untilted coordinate sys tem,  after a coordinate t rans-  
formation. 
Weighting of each phase is done following the method given in 
Chapter 2 for determining the magnitude of the field amplitude in the 
geometrical  optics scattering determination (Chapter 2, Equation 
2-39). With weighting considered, the bes t-fit geometrical  optics 
phase center w a s  determined to be a t  the point 
a = 5.714 mm (= 1.7161 for  X = 3.33 mm) 
Jr = 87.148O 
measured  in the untilted coordinate system. 
center  point is approximately 0.17 mm closer  to the caustic inter-  
The  weighted phase 
section point than is the unweighted phase center.  A s  can be seen 
from Figure 3-4, virtual r a y s  from the edges of the hyperboloid 
contribute to phase center points a t  the extremes of the caustic curve. 
Weighting reduces the effects of reflections f rom the edges of the 
hyperboloid. The effect on phase center  position is ra ther  small, 
however. 
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: 3 . 3 . 3  Best-fit Phase Center - Physical Optics 
The phase center  determination in this section i s  based upon 
an  extension of the method used by Rusch (22) to determine the phase 
center of the scat tered field in a symmetr ic  hyperboloid geometry. 
Since accurate ,  experimentally verified results a r e  obtained for the 
symmetr ic  phase center determination, i t  is felt that the use of this 
method in the non-symmetric case  wi l l  a l so  yield co r rec t  results.  
The phase and amplitude of the scat tered field a r e  obtained 
\ 
f rom a diffraction-theory (physical optics) analysis of scattering 
from a tilted hyperboloid. The method used is rest r ic ted to the case  
where the dimensions and radi i  of curvature of the wavefront and 
hyperboloid a r e  la rge  relative to a wavelength. Since the technique 
includes the vector nature of the field, i t  has  been assumed that the 
. incident field f rom Q is polarized in the plane of the ti l t .  
the symmetry  of the geometry and the illumination, the scat tered 
Because of 
field will be symmetr ical  about the plane of tilt, and the phase center  
of the scat tered field will lie in the plane of the tilt. 
The determination of the phase center  in the diffraction-theory 
case is ca r r i ed  out in a manner quite s imilar  to that in the geometri- 
cal-optics case.  The differences a r e :  (1) the calculation in the 
diffraction theory c a s e  is ca r r i ed  out in the untilted coordinate 
system, and (2)  the phase is determined from the scattered field 
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found by a diffraction theory.analysis, rather than f rom a ray tracing 
procedure. 
in  the diffraction theory analysis also.  
A variance relation similar to Equation (3-16 ) is obtained 
The electr ic  field scat tered from the hyperboloid is given as 
where 
-jkR 
[ Re E t j Im E]  E - -  
S R 
e 
- jkR 
[cos  ~ ( 8 )  t j s in  $(e)! = IEI R e 
(3 -22)  
(3-23)  
(3-24)  
and E has  been computed by the methods of Chapter 2. The phase of . 
the scat tered field is computed from Equation (3-25). 
geometry shown in Figure 3-9. 
3-8  in that F igure  3-9 represents  the untilted coordinate system and 
Figure  3-8  represents the tilted coordinate system. The problem of 
finding a new equivalent phase center  is again a problem of deter-  
mining a point 0 which is the center of concentric c i rc les  (SI') upon 
Consider the 
This  figure differs f rom Figure 
which the scat tered field has approximately constant phase,  in a 
specific sense. 
If the scat tered field is measured  f rom F ,  then w e  may write 
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\ 
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\ 
F 
Figure 3 - 9 .  Phase center geometry,, tilted hyperboloid, 
untilted coordinate system. 
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for the scat tered field a t  P: 
(3-26) 
If the scat tered field is measured  from 0,  then the scat tered 
field at  P is 
- j (kr-c) e 
E S - IEI r (3-27)  
where the surface r = constant is required to be a surface of constant 
o r  nearly constant phase, and c is quasi-constant. 
* 
Since the field point P is independent of the coordinate sys tem,  
then the phases measured in both sys tems m u s t  be equal. However, 
- 
due to variations in $(€I ) a truly spherical  equiphase surface S" 
centered a t  0 m a y  not exist. 
such that i t  yields the "best" nearly constant phase c i rc les  (inter- 
Nevertheless,  a point 0 may be defined 
sections of spheres  and the plane of tilt) in a least squares  sense.  
Consequently, to determine the position of 0 
A = (computed phase a t  P)-- (phase on c i r c l e  of constant radius) 
is minimized in a leas t  squares  sense.  
Equations 3-26  and 3-27)  
This difference is (from 
A = [kR - $(€I) ]  - Ckr -c l  (3-28)  
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:But R = r 4- a cos ((I - 8 )  for R ,  r >> a. 
Therefore ,  
A = [ k r  t ka cos (J r  - 0 )  - @(e) :  - [ k r  - c ]  (3 -2 9) 
and 
A = c t ka cos (Jr - e )  - @ ( e )  ( 3 - 3 0 )  
Equation ( 3 - 3 0 )  mus t  be solved for ka ,  J I ,  and c to minimize 
the variance of the differences between the computed phase a t  P and 
the phase on a c i rc le  of constant radius passing through P and 
centered a t  0. 
Since @ ( e )  as a function of 8 is known (from Equation 3-25),  
there  must  exist  some values of a and 15, which will minimize the 
variance of A .  This is precisely the identical situation as in the 
geometrical  optics phase center determination (Section 3 . 3 . 2 ) .  
Since the phase @(@) of the scat tered field changes rapidly and 
monotonically, the best-fit phase center  will again be a function of 
the range of 0 considered. F o r  accurate  comparison with experi- 
mental  determination of the phase center ,  the theoretical calculations 
should be made using only those values of 8 which a r e  experimentally 
significant, i. e. , only those values which wi l l  "illuminate" the 
paraboloid with the scat tered field. The paraboloid in the nodding 
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0 subdish system subtends a n  angle of 60 f rom center to edge a s  
viewed from the focus; and values of 0 a r e  confined to that range. 
The incident spherical  wave illuminates the subreflec tor 
symmetrically in 9 E. (tyl) = E. (-Cp ) (cf. Figure 2-2). The phase 1; 1 1 1  
center  w i l l  thus move only in the plane of tilt ,  i. e . ,  only in the plane 
Cp, = 0 ,n .  
The computed phase $ ( e )  is a se r i e s  of d i scre te  values a s  
determined by a computer output of E vs. 8 .  This computed phase 
mus t  be written a s  $.(e.). 
e 
1 1  
Thus, the equation to be solved becomes 
= c t ka cos ($4,) - Qi(0,.) 
'i (3-3 1 )  
This is identical to Equation (3- 15). 
Minimization of the weighted variance of A. leads to equations 
1 
s imi la r  to Equations (3-21) .  
lar positions of the best-fit phase center.  
$,(ei) is made proportional to the square of the electric field strength 
ka and JI represent  the radial and angu-  
The weight of each phase 
2 
(Ee)* 
In conjunction with the geometrical optics and diffraction 
theory scattering studies car r ied  out in Chapter 2 ,  a se r i e s  of phase 
center  analyses were ca r r i ed  out to investigate the effect of various 
7 1  
hyperboloid diameter/wavelength ratios upon the position of the phase 
centers  of the scat tered field. 
The three diffraction theory cases  with D/X equal to 59. 54 
(the nodding subdish system),  24, and 10 yield the following values 
for  weighted and unweighted v a l u e s  of phase center position (where 
I t a l l  i s  the radial distance from the origin of the untilted coordinate 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
\ 
s y s  tern): 
-- 
D/X 
59. 54, unweighted 
59. 54, weighted 
24, unweighted 
24, weighted 
10, unweighted 
10, weighted 
-.____ 
-~-__________-  
----___- -- 
1 (mml 
3.33 
3.33 
8.26 
8.26 
19.83 
19.83 
a b m )  
5.841 
5.684 
5.818 
___ 
-____ 
1.7071 
0. 7041  
Jr 
89. 604O 
88.107O 
90,  727O 
0.6891 
0 .2881  
0.2891. 
-- 
--__- 
5. 711 90. 526O 
5.731 1 94.041O I 
Table 3 - 1  
"Unweighted" re fers  to a weighting value of 1.00000 for  each 
phase point. "Weighted" re fers  to weighting proportional to E In 
each of the above cases ,  there is less  than 1 / 2 0  wavelength difference 
2 
0 '  
between the weighted and unweighted phase center  positions. Of 
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part icular  interest  in Table  3-1 is the column labeled ' fa(mm)l ' ,  
giving the radial  value (in mi l l imeters )  of the phase center position 
for  the nodding subdish system geometry. When the values "a(mm)"  
and " J r  a r e  considered together, it may be seen  that the best-fit 
phase center  positions, based on diffraction theory analyses,  are  
"independent" of the value of D / h .  With the exception of the D/X = 10 
(weighted) point, all the diffraction theory phase centers  l ie  within 
0.1 mm of each other. It mus t  be pointed out that although the radial 
positions differ markedly when compared in t e rms  of wavelengths, the 
positions a re  a lmost  identical when compared in te rms  of distance in  
mil l imeters  from the origin of the untilted coordinate system. 
Following Equation (3-30), the phase difference expression 
may be rewrit ten a s  
@(e) - ka cos  (8 -$) = CONSTANT (8)' (3 -32)  
Since the diffraction theory scattering analysis yields values of Q ( 8 )  
vs. 8 , a CONSTANT m a y  be determined for each $.(e.) and 9. for  
1 1  1 
given values of ka and $ . 
to a variation of phase on c i rc les  centered a t  the specific points 
The variation of CONSTANT is equivalent 
specified by ka and J r .  F o r  D/X 
system), 24, and 10, the phases 
diffraction theory analyses were 
ratios of 59. 54 (the nodding subdish 
(CONSTANTS) determined by 
determined around the best-fit phase 
r- 
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center ,  around the origin, and around the caustic intersection point. 
Table 3-2 shows the values pertinent to the analyses ,  along with the 
rms phase e r r o r  in degrees (RMSDEL) around each of the three 
points for each of the three cases.  It can be seen that the rms phase 
e r r o r  around the best-fit phase center for  each case  is substantially 
lower than around either of the other two points. 
around the caustic intersection point is determined because of its 
proximity to the position of the best-fi t  phase center.  Figures  3-10 
through 3-12 show the phase plotted around the origin of the untilted 
The phase variation 
coordinate system (F) and around the best-fit phase center (0) for  
s 
each of the three D/X cases ,  In the D/X = 59. 54 case ,  for  example, 
0 
the phase measured f rom the origin varies over more  than 1100 with 
0 a 344.44 rms  phase e r r o r ;  while around the best-fit weighted phase 
center (as determined by a and $ in Table 3-1) the phase var ies  by 
0 0 less than 80 over the entire range and b y  l e s s  than 30 over about 
0 80% of the range, with an  rms’phase  e r r o r  of 17.634 . 
each point correspond to the resul ts  determined in the.vveighted cases .  
a and $ for 
The diffraction theory phase centers  for the three different 
D/X ratios l ie  within 1/10 wavelength, o r  l e s s ,  of each other for 
D/X a s  small as 10. 
with the weighted geometrical optics bes t-fit phase center position 
The diffraction theory resul ts  agree quite w e l l  
0 (a = 5.714 mm, Jr = 87.148 ), which is located approximately 0.1 mm 
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Figure 3-10. Physical optics phase function. D / k =  59. 54. 
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Figure 3-11. Physical optics phase function. D/X = 24. 
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Figure 3-12. Physical optics phase function. D/X= 10. 
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f r o m  the D/X = 59. 54 (weighted) point. These analyses show that 
geometrical  optics determinations of phase center position may be 
used with considerable accuracy down to D/X ratios a s  low a s  10. 
This will be a function of the geometry of the problem, however, and 
ca re  should be taken in extending geo,metrical optics analyses to 
different geometries.  
As indicated previously, the ,variance expressions used in the 
determination of the best-fi t  phase centers  were summed over the 
entire angular range subtended by the pr imary  paraboloidal mirror. 
F o r  the’ three cases  considered, field points were taken every degree 
so that 121 points were taken. In the same manner,  Gifferential phase 
centers  over smal le r  angular ranges can be computed by summing the 
variance over smal le r  angular ranges. 
size there i s  ultimately a lower l imit  on the size of the angular range 
Because of the discrete  step 
that may be considered. 
case,  a minimum number of forty steps needed to be taken. 
It was discovered that for the D/X = 59. 54 
Less  
than forty steps yielded extremely e r r a t i c  phase center determina- 
tions. Consequently, differential phase centers for  the following 
forty-step intervals of the scat tered field were computed f rom 
Equations (3-21) for  the diffraction theory results:  
40A: -60 deg to ~ 2 1  deg 40F: -10 deg to t29 deg 
40B: -50 deg to -11 deg 40G: 0 deg to t39 deg 
40C: -40 deg to -1 deg 40H: t10 deg to t49 deg 
40D: -30 deg to t9 deg 401: t20 deg to t59 deg 
40E: -20 deg to  t-19 deg 
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The positions of these differential phase centers  for  the above nine 
forty-step intervals of the scat tered field are plotted in Figure 3 - 1 3  
along with the two branches of the ray-optical caustic curve computed 
in Section 3.3.1. 
of the caustic,  although lying a small fraction of a wavelength above 
it. 
I t  is seen that these points follow the lower branch 
In the same  manner differential phase centers  were calculated 
for seven sixty-s tep intervals,  five eight-s tep intervals,  and three 
hundred-step intervals. These resul ts  a r e  plotted on the figure along 
with the phase center of the total field (121 s teps  f rom -60 degrees to 
t 60 degrees).  I t  is seen that as the width of the angular interval 
decreases ,  the differential phase centers  approach the caustic curve 
a resul t  which is easily proved with a ray-optical analysis (cf. 
Appendix B). 
3 . 3 . 4  Intersecting Circles  Determination of Phase Center 
A simple geometrical  interpretation of the constant and non- 
constant phase c i rc les  surrounding the asymmetr ic  and symmetr ic  
phase centers  is car r ied  out in this section. 
way,a  graphical solution to  the analysis developed in the best-fit 
This method is, in a 
phase center determinations. 
F o r  smal l  angular tilt of the hyperboloidal subdish, i t  may 
be assumed that the movement of the phase center of the scattered 
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field is in a direction normal to the untilted axis ,  from F to 0 in 
Figure 3-14. In the case  of geometrical optics in the symmetric 
case ,  spheres  centered a t  F will be surfaces of constant phase; and 
in a vector diffraction theory solutien to the symmetr ic  scattering 
problem, F wi l l  be considered the best-fit phase center  of the 
scat tered field. In a s imilar  way,  point 0, located a t  90 f rom the 
symmetr ic  axis (z-axis) w i l l  be considered the center  of best-fit 
.c i rc les  upon which the phase is  constant in a least-squares  sense ,  
fo r  the asymmetr ic  case.  
0 
The geometrical interpretation is then 
that the phase on c i rc le  S t  (centered a t  F) varies directly as the 
distance between the two intersecting spheres  S t  and S" centered a t  
F and 0. Figure 3-14 shows a cross-sect ion of two intersecting 
spheres in the plane of incidence of the spherical  wave illuminating 
the tilted hyperboloid. Referring to Figure 3-14, 
F = phase center of un-tilted hyperboloid; i. e . ,  phase 
center for symmetr ic  case  
0 .  = least-squares  phase center  for tilted hyperboloid; 
i. e . ,  that point about which the difference between 
the actual'phase.of the scat tered field on a c i r c l e  
centered a t  that point and a constant, is assumed 
to  be a minimum in a least-squares  sense  
a = l a te ra l  deviation of phase center  upon tilting hyper- 
boloid; assumed to be a t  900 f rom the z-axis 
P = field point; o n a  c i r c l e  of constant radius but non- 
constant phase centered at F 
82 
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F 
Figure 3-14. Geometry for  intersecting circles  
determination of phase center.  
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P' = point on a c i r c l e  of constant radius and constant 
phase centered a t  0 
R ,  8 = coordinates of field point P 
S' = c i rc le  upon which the phase in the tilted c a s e  is not 
constant in any sense;  centered a t  F. 
obtained f rom computed resul ts  in scattering calcu- 
lations. 
Phase is 
S" = c i r c l e  upon which phase is  assumed to be constant, 
in the l ea s t  squares sense; centered a t  0 
R = radii  of c i rc les  centered a t  F and 0; s ame  radius 
. for  both surfaces  
S ( 8 )  = phase difference in fractions of a wavelength between 
points P a n d  P' 
For  R >> a,  R - a s i n 8  = R - S(8) .  
Therefore ,  S ( e )  = a s in  8 (3-33)  
Thus, knowing the computed phase on surface S'  allows one to 
easi ly  determine a from a plot of S ( 8 )  vs. s in  8 ,  under the following 
assumptions : 
2. Movement of the phase center is perpendicular to 
the Z-axis. 
Fitting a straight line to the plot of SC8) vs. s in  8 yields the 
slope of the line (a) in degrees.  
center movement may be computed f rom 
The actual distance of the phase 
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* A  a (degrees phase) a (distance) = 
(360O) 
w h e r e  X is the wavelength used in the particular scattering calcula- 
tion. 
Using the diffraction-theory results fo r  the D/X = 59. 54 case ,  
the slope of the line is found to be 604O. F o r  ease of computation, 
the actual phase $(e )  is plotted ra ther  than S(9) since the important 
graphical value is the slope of the line ra ther  than the values of each 
point; and the phase differs f rom S(9) only by a constant. 
therefore that 
I t  is found, 
a (distance) = (604/360)  X = 1 . 6 8 1  a t  a n  angle of 90° 
f rom the z-axis 
The analysis presented h e r e  yields a surpr is ingly accurate  
determination of the asymmetr ic  phase center (compared to the posi- 
tions determined by other, m o r e  quantitative, methods), 
the method is very  straightforward; but i t  requires  a knowledge of the 
Clearly,  
phase of the scat tered field at  all points on a c i r c l e  surrounding the 
symmetr ic  phase center.  
to compute the phase of the scat tered field, i t  might be as convenient 
to use the best-fit method described in Section 3 . 3 . 3 .  Even with the 
limitation of assuming a 90 movement of the phase center ,  the 
When computer techniques are  introduced 
0 
method presented h e r e  gives a n  accurate  and quick est imate  of 
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:asymmetr ic  phase center position. 
3 . 3 .  5 Phase-Center Determination f rom Demagnification Formulas  
The hyperboloidal subreflec tor in a Cassegrainian antenna 
sys tem ac ts  like a demagnifying optical system. 
m a y  be applied, f rom Viggh ( 6 ) :  
The following rules  
(a) Transve r se  Source Movement: If the feedhorn is 
moved off-axis a distance A 
the hyperboloidal m i r r o r  is moved a distance 6 
T 
A /M off-axis in  the same direction, where M = 
( e t l ) / ( e -1 )  and e is the eccentricity of the hyper- 
i ts  virtual image in 
T '  
T 
boloid, 
(b) Longitudinal Source Movement: If the feedhorn is 
moved toward the hyperboloid a distance A 
virtual image in  the hyperboloidal m i r r o r  is moved 
a distance 6 
i ts  L' 
= AL/M, in  the opposite direction. 
L 
These principles are ilrustrated in F igu re  3-1 5. 
The  situation in the asymmetr ic  configuration, i l lustrated in 
F igure  3- 16, is slightly more complicated, although the demagnifica- 
tion formulas can also be applied. However, the. movement of the 
- - 
source ,  6 ,  and the effective movement of i t s  image, 6 ,  must be 
evaluated in the tilted ( X I -  2') coordinate system. The  effective phase 
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Figure 3-15. Symmetric geometry for  defining optical 
demagnification rule s. 
X x '  
F 
Figure 3 -16. Asymmetric geometry for  applying optical 
demagnification rules. 
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center of the scat tered field then l ies  at the tip of the vector E 
' . A calculation of this type has been ca r r i ed  out for  the geome- 
t r ica l  parameters  being considered in this paper. The resulting 
coordinates of the phase center ,  when transformed into the untilted 
(X-2) coordinate system, a r e  a =5.318mm, I) = 87.82 deg. 
values compare favorably to the results of the previous sections. 
The obvious advantage of this technique is that the phase center  of 
the scat tered field may be determined only f rom the elementary 
These 
geometrical parameters  of the hyperboloid. 
however, that for m o r e  extreme tilt angles the demagnification form- 
ulas will produce l e s s  accura te  resul ts  than those obtained by other 
means. 
I t  is to be expected, 
3.4 Summary of Results and Conclusions 
The coordinates of all phase centers  determined in this 
dissertation a r e  shown in Figure 3-17 and tabulated in Table 3-3. 
Not shown in the f igure is the actual physical position of the hyper- 
boloid geometric focus (F') in i ts  tilted position a t  a = 2.348 mm, 
IJr = 88.97 deg. 
the phase center  of the scat tered field, since all the phase center 
positions a r e  approximately one wavelength (for X = 3.33 m m )  fur ther  
I t  is evident that F' may not be used to approximate 
f rom the symmetr ic  focus (F) than is the new position of the hyper- 
boloid focus (F'). 
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x 
Figure 3-17. Positions of all phase centers  determined in 
this chapter, corresponding to points l isted 
in Table 3-3 .  
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r 
No. Analysis 
Geometrical  Optics Best- 
Weighted, 117 pts. 
1 F i t  
Diffraction Theory Best- 
F i t  
Weighted, 121 pts . ,  D/X= 
59 .54 ,  X = 3 . 3 3  mm 
2 
Diffraction Theory Best- 
F i t  
Weighted, 121 pts. ,  D/X= 
24, X = 8.26  mm 
3 
I 1 Diffraction Theory Best- 
14 l F i t  
Weighted, 121 pts. ,  D/X= I 110, h =  1 9 . 8 3  m m  
Intersection of Caustic 
Curves 
5 
Intersecting Spheres 
D/X = 59. 54, X = 3 . 3 3  mm 6 
1 I 
Application of Demagnifi- 
D / X = 5 9 . 5 4 ,  X=3;33  mm 
7 cation Formula  
Radius (a), 
Wave- 
le ng ths 
1.707X 
0 .6891 
0 . 2 8  9X 
1 . 6 8  X 
1 . 5 9 5 h  
Radius (a), 
Milli- 
m e t e r s  
5 . 7 1 4  rnrn 
5 . 6 8 4  rnrn 
5 .691  mm 
5.731 mm 
5 . 3 2 1  mm 
5 . 5 9 4  mm 
3.318 rnrn 
87.148O 
88.108O 
89.373O 
94. 041° 
88.755O 
90' 
87.82O 
Table 3-3  
(cf. Figure 3-17) 
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I t  is  of interest  to develop relationships between the angle of 
the phase center movement and the net movement of the antenna beam 
in a complete Cassegrainian system. 
source Q has been chosen to l ie  a t  the vertex of the paraboloid, the 
angle of antenna beam movement is  defined as 7 ,  and the angle of 
phase center tilt  (as seen from the source Q) is defined as 0 .  
the nodding subdish system 
In F igure  3-18, where the 
F o r  
T = 27.75 min a r c  (experimental) 
B = tan (FOlFQ) -1 - - tan-l(O. 224V25.6")  = 30. 08 min a r c  
TO is  the movement of the D/X = 59. 54 best-fi t  phase center.  
ra ti o be c om e s 
The 
A ra t io  of l e s s  than one is expected and has been discussed in the 
l i t e ra ture  by Lo (24) and Sandler (25). Following Lo, a Beam Devia- 
tion Factor  (BDF) is defined as the rat io  of the beam deflection angle 
(7) to the angular displacement of the feed (P), both measured from 
the axis of a paraboloidal reflector with the vertex as origin. 
paraboloid F / D  rat io  (focal length/diameter) of 0.427 (the nodding 
subdish system),  a BDF of 0.887 is predicted f rom theoretical 
F o r  a 
considerations. 
59. 54 best-fit phase center ,  the feed offset is 0. 501 . A predicted 
F o r  a phase center  position defined by the D/X = 
0 
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0 
F ' Q' 
Figure 3-18. Illustration of the relationships between 
phase center movement ( B )  and resulting 
displacement of the pr imary  antenna beam (7 ). 
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0 ,beam deflection of 0.444 
favorably with the experimental value of 0.463 
difference is 0.019 , or  1.14 min  arc. 
(0.887 x 0. 501O) is found, which compares  
, .  
0 
(27. 75 m i n  arc). The 
0 
T o  a f i r s t  o rder  approximation, standard formulae,  as in 
Isber  (26) and Reed (27), for beam pointing calculations define the 
beam tilt due to a displaced focal point (for small angles) as 
- focal pt. movement - 
e t  focal length of paraboloid (3-34) 
= (0.224"/25. 6 " )  
= 0.00875 radians = 30.08 min a r c  
This agrees  within ten percent of the experimental value of 27.75 m i n  
arc. 
Several  conclusions may be drawn f rom the studies ca r r i ed  
out in  this chapter: 
1. The geometrical  focus F' of the hyperboloid may  not 
be regarded as the phase center of the field scat tered 
f rom a tilted hyperboloid. F o r  the particular c a s e  in 
which D/X = 59.54, i t  was found that the best-fit 
phase center  was approximately one wavelength f rom 
the position of the geometrical focus of the hyperboloid. 
- 
2. F o r  D/X ratios as low as 10, i t  was found that physical 
94 
optics and geometrical optics determinations of 
best-fit phase center agree  to within approximately 
1/10 wavelength or better. The actual phase center  
positions a r e  independent of the value of D/X, for 
' the small number of cases  considered, D/X > 10, 
and a specific geometry. 
3.  For moderate tilt angles,  the phase center position 
m a y  be determined for a f i r s t  approximation by either 
the geometrical-optics method (cf. Section 3 . 3 . 2 )  o r  
the demagnification formula (cf. Section 3 . 3 .  5). 
Accuracy is good to within 0.1 - 0.2 wavelengths. 
4. The relationships between phase center movement and 
antenna beam- tilt  (cf. Section 3 -4) give relatively 
accurate  (within 3-10%) values of antenna beam-tilt 
when the phase center position is accurately known. 
For a more  accurate  beam-tilt determination, a 
complete diffraction theory analysis of electromag- 
netic wave scattering f rom the paraboloid m.ust be 
ca r r i ed  out. 
Chapter 4 
INSTRUMENTATION 
4.1 Nodding Subdish Description and Performance 
The nodding subdish mechanism is located a t  the vertex of the 
tripod s t r u c t u r e  shown in the photograph of the 90-GHz radio telescope 
in Figure 4-1. The position is identical with that of the previously 
used non-tilting hyperboloidal subreflector. 
While operating, the nodding subdish moves between two off- 
axis positions, symmetr ic  with respect  to the centerline of the 
operating mechanism (Figures 4-2 through 4-6). THe axis about 
which the subdish moves may be indexed to give movement in any 
desired direction. Fo r  radio-as tronomical applications, i t  was 
determined that the optimum switching direction w a s  up-down for  a 
polar mounted antenna pointing south. A s  the antenna w a s  swung to 
the eas t  or west, the switching direction would become m o r e  hori-  
zontal and the difference in antenna beam elevation would be mini- 
mized. 
as possible during on- and off-source measurements.  
This would insure  as constant a n  atmospheric path length 
Provision is a l so  made f o r  focussing the subdish by means of 
an internal motor ,  gear  dr ive,  and lead screw. Located on the back 
of the subdish a r e  a small  cam follower and two small bearings. 
95 
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Figure 4-4. Back view of subdish assembly showing 
m i r r o r  stiffening ring, bearing holders, 
cam follower, cam wheel, counterweight, 
indexing plate, and tripod head. 
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Figure 4-5. Cam wheel showing symmetr ical  c a m  tracks.  
Figure 4-6. Focussing and drive unit showing universal  joint 
fo r  external drive,  mi te r  gear  housing, focussing 
sc rew and gear ,  indexing plate, and bearing holders.  
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:Located on the c i rcu lar  counterweight a r e  a similar cam follower and 
similar bearings. 
tion with respect  to the adjustment plate. 
a two-track cam wheel which is driven by a n  external motor. 
The four bearings fit into a holder in a fixed posi- 
The cam followers fi t  into 
Rotation of the cam wheel causes  approximate "square-wave" 
motion of both the subdish and the counterweight. 
remains in one off-axis position for  about forty-five percent of the 
rotation of the cam wheel, switches f o r  five percent of the rotation, 
remains in the second position for  forty-five percent of the rotation, 
and then switches back to the f i r s t  position during the remaining f ive 
The subdish 
percent of the cam wheel rotation. 
An extensive se r i e s  of mechanical. tests w a s  made to determine 
possible operating frequencies f o r  the subdish mechanism, since the 
mechanical problems would be the limiting factors  in system perfor- 
mance. Although operation of the subdish mechanism w a s  made a t  
ra tes  as high as 8 switching cycles per  second, i t  was felt  that this 
was mechanically punishing to the relatively delicate mechanism, 
which would have to operate for severa l  million cycles without failure 
o r  repair .  
2.7 cycles per second w a s  a good compromise fo r  optimum mechanical 
and electronic operation. 
second) were poor  f rom a mechanical standpoint, and low frequencies 
I t  w a s  decided, a f te r  extensive electronic tes ts  a lso,  that 
High frequencies (greater  than 5 cycles pe r  
102 
(less than 2 cycles per second) were poor f rom a n  electronic stand- 
point. 
4.2 .Antenna Character is t ics  
Antenna pattern measurements  were taken using the tilted 
0 'hyperboloid in one stationary position, tilted 2.06 f rom its syrnme- 
t r ic  position (axis of hyperboloid colinear with axis of paraboloid). 
The total excursion from one extreme of tilt to the other is  4.12 . 
The total antenna beam shift between extremes is 55. 5 minutes of a r c .  
Hence the deviation of the beam from i ts  symmetr ic  position i s  27.75 
minutes of a r c .  
0 
Figures  4-7 and 4-8 show the static antenna patterns measured 
0 
with the subdish tilted to i ts  2 -off-axis position. Comparison of 
these patterns with the patterns measured for  the symmetr ical  
geometry (3 )  does not reveal significant abberations such as exces- 
sively high sidelobes o r  excessive beam broadening. The 1966 
symmetr ic  case  measurements  indicated a 3-dB beamwidth of 10. 5 
minutes of arc, with a different feedhorn (dual-mode feedhorn). The 
m o s t  recent measurements  (November 1967) indicate that the 3-dB 
beamwidth in the east-west  plane is 12.2 minutes of a r c ,  and in the 
north-south plane is 9.7 minutes of a r c .  This asymmetry  and beam 
broadening in an  asymmetr ic  geometry w a s  expected and has been 
predicted in the l i terature  (21, 25).  No  appreciable coma (usually 
103 
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introduced by feed displacement normal  to the ax is )  is introduced by 
tilting the hyperboloid, as evidenced by the fact  that the antenna 
patterns remain relatively symmetrical ,  although offset approxi- 
mately v . A slightly astigmatic condition (usually introduced by feed 
displacement paral le l  to the axis)  is present as indicated by the slight 
beam broadening in the plane normal to the plane of ti.lt. 
10 
In a beam-switching synchronous detection scheme, i t  is  
necessary that very l i t t le source signal appear in the reference,  o r  
of€-source, beam. The sidelobe level of the reference beam is down 
approximately 33 db (. 05%) at the position corresponding to the loca- 
tion of the pr imary  beam. 
4.3 Radiometer Description 
The 90-GHz radiometer used in  the nodding subdish system 
w a s  operatkd in a synchronous detection mode a t  a switching ra te  of 
2.7 cycles per  second, i. e . ,  the subdish switched the beam back and 
forth in the sky a t  the switching ra te ,  and the net R F  signal in phase 
with a 2. 7-Hz radiometer reference signal was synchronously detec- 
ted. A block diagram and photograph of the R F  portion of the radiom- 
e t e r  a r e  shown in Figures  4-9 and 4-10. A block diagram and photo- 
graph of the electronic system a r e  shown in Figures  4-11 and 4-12. 
The subdish drive mechanism not only operates the subdish but 
a l so  creates  a square  wave electr ical  signal for  use a s  a radiometer 
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2.7- HZ SQUARE WAVE 
REFERENCE TO HEWLETT- 
PACKARD FUNCTION 
GENERATOR (SQUARER) 
E-BAND DIAGONAL FEEDHORN 
(E-PLANE VERTICAL) 
FROM TRG FERRITE 
SWITCH DRIVER (2.7-Hd H ,  Tmfirl_anOt ' I n = .
OYMEC 
SENSOR b q  nl To l A R 7 7  DYMEC 
I ncnmudETER 
TRG 4-PORT MODEL 2801 A 
MANUAL 
WAVEGUIDE 
SWITCH OYMEC 
SENSOR 
LOAD I 
b 
IF  TO AIL RADIOMETER 
(30-150 MHz) 
ISOLATOR POWER SUPPLY 
FREOVENCY METER 
MODEL E-550 I:
I MCS FLAP ATTENUATOR I MODEL Y-244 
TO LOCAL OSCILLATOR 
OUTPUT MONITOR 
PANEL 
VARIAN KLYSTRON 
LOCAL OSCILLATOR 
MODEL VC 113 
Figure 4-9. Block diagram of R F  portion of 
nodding subdish system. 
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Figure 4-10. Photo of R F  portion of nodding subdish 
. system, showing radiometer in position 
on back of antenna. 
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2.7-HZ SOUARE WAVE 
I FROM SUBDISH 
TO SGYITCHIPJG CIRCULATOR 
TRG FERRITE 
SWITCH DRIVER 
OSCILLATOR 
INPUT 
AIL RADIOMETER 
MODEL 2392 
SYNCHRONOUS 
DETECTOR M 0 N IT0 R 
TRIGGER 
~ 
T O  
RECORDER 
DYMEC QUARTZ 
OOEL 2801A 
Figure 4-11. Block diagram of electronic portion 
of nodding subdish system. 
Figure 4-12. Photo of electronic portion of nodding 
subdish system, showing equipment racks 
in instrumentation t ra i ler .  
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,reference input. The square wave signal is obtained by chopping a 
light beam with a rotating slotted wheel. 
with respect to the drive shaft to adjust  the phase relationship 
This wheel m a y  be rotated 
between subdish movement and radiometer reference. Testing 
indicated that the optical sensor  in the drive mechanism did not give 
a perfectly "square wave, ' I  and this would not switch the AIL radiom- 
e te r  properly. A Hewlett- Packard function generator was modified to 
receive the reference signal, square it, and present i t  to the AIL 
radiometer in a form suitable for  proper operation. 
wave is a l so  used as input to the f e r r i t e  switch d r i v e r ,  and switches 
the hot-load signal a t  the synchronous frequency during calibration 
This square 
measurements.  
The signal line f rom feed horn to mixer  w a s  made a s  short  
and direct  as possible, to reduce signal loss. 
The diagonal feedhorn i s  a n  improvement over the original 
dual-mode feedhorn and matching i r i s  utilized in ear l ie r  systems. 
Since Cassegrainian optics a r e  used in the antenna, where the feed- 
horn illuminates the hyperboloidal subreflector, i t  is  highly desirable 
that the feedhorn have a n  axially symmetr ic  pattern, a relatively 
narrow beam, and low sidelobes to minimize forward spillover. The 
matching iris in the' original feedhorn resulted in a horn with narrow 
frequency bandwidth performance. C u r r  ently available 90- GHz 
111 
klystrons, one of which is used in the radiometer as a local oscil lator,  
are not w e l l  frequency-s tabilized. 
in  a narrow-band R F  front end leads to degradation of radiometer 
The resulting frequency instability 
gain and sensitivity. Consequently, it w a s  felt desirable to incorpor- 
a t e  a different feedhorn configuration in the radiometer.  
selected w a s  the diagonal-horn type (20). 
The design 
The horn (Figures 4-13 and 
4-14) consists of three regions: a n  E-band waveguide region with 
flange, a transition region, and a long tapered region with rotated 
square  c ros s  section. The completed unit w a s  gold-flashed. The 
measured  VSWR w a s  less  than 1.05 over a frequency range of 89.60 
to 90.30 GHz. 
The only other two i tems in  the signal line w e r e  a TRG Model 
E 530 manual four-port  waveguide switch and a Baytron isolator 
having a very low insertion loss (approximately 0.4 dB). The mixer 
is a Raytheon Model WR 10 balanced mixer. 
The hot-load calibration l ine cons is ted of the heated waveguide 
termination, a T R G  Model E 162 switching circulator,  the four-port  
waveguide swi t ch ,  and the Baytron isolator. 
the ambient load w e r e  fitted with Dymec quartz c rys t a l  oscil lators,  
Both the hot load and 
which enabled the load temperatures to be measured  to a n  accuracy 
0 
of about 0.01 K. 
5.2. 
The calibration technique is described in Section 
The local oscillator line consisted of a Varian Model VC 113 
112 
E 
113  
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klystron, a TRG Model E 561 10-dB directional coupler, a n  MCS 
Model Y-244 flap attenuator, a TRG Model E 550 frequency me te r ,  
and a TRG Model E 110 isolator. 
The  electronic system consisted of a n  AIL Type 2392 universal  
radiometer,  a TRG Model 171 f e r r i t e  switch d r ive r ,  a Hewlett- 
Packard Model 203A function generator (used fo r  squaring the subdish 
reference signal), a Dymec quartz thermometer,  and other pieces of 
auxiliary equipment. 
0 
Short- t e rm (minutes) j i t ter  of 3 K peak- to-peak and long-term 
(hours)  j i t ter  of 4 K peak-to-peak were achieved wi th  this radiometer 
sys tem,  operating a t  a switching rate  of 2 . 7  Hz, with a post-detection 
time constant of three seconds and a ten-second digital voltmeter 
sampling period. 
0 
This represents  a threefold improvement over the 
previous radiometer sys  tem, which operated a t  a synchronous detec- 
tion ra te  of 37 Hz. The improvement does not a r i s e  solely f rom the 
use of a nodding subdish system but a l so  f rom electronic and opera- 
tional improvements in the radiometer itself. 
4.4 Radiometer Noise and Gain Change Measurements 
During radiometer testing to determine the optimum switching 
frequency for  the nodding subdish mechanism, i t  became apparent that 
low frequency radiometer switching resulted in increased radiometer 
instability, noise j i t t e r ,  and gain changes. I t  w a s  decided to examine 
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' the radiometer performance at various switching frequencies to 
determine the amplitude and frequency dependence of these instabili- 
ties. 
Noise in a n  idealized radiometer a r i s e s  from c'ontributions of 
two sources:  
power radiometer these contributions may be written as 
1) thermal noise j i t t e r ,  and 2 )  gain changes. In a total 
- K1 Ts - -  
& thermal total power 
AT 
AG T - gain change - K 2 G  s AT 
(4- 1 )  
(4-2) 
total power 
where T = system temperature 
S 
B = pre-detection bandwidth 
T = post-detection time constant 
G = receiver  gain 
In a Dicke radiomter ,  where the input signal a r i s e s  f rom 
R F  switching between source  and reference,  this m a y  be written as: 
- K3 Ts 
-_ I_  
G A thermal Dicke 
- AG 
A Tgain change -. K3 - G (T2- T 1 )  
Dicke 
(4-3) 
(4-4) 
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where T = system temperature 
S 
B = pre-detection bandwidth 
T = .  post-detection time constant 
G = receiver  gain 
T2 = source  temperature 
T I  = reference temperature 
The constants in the above equations a r e  of the order  of 1. 
Since these noise temperatures a r e  non-correlated,  
The radiometer gain probability distributions may be repre-  
sented schematically,  following Strum ( Z 8 ) ,  a s  in Figures  4- 15 and 
4-16. G is the gain of the radiometer,  G is the average gain of the 
0 
radiometer,  P (G)  is the gain probability distribution function, f is the 
frequency of random gain fluctuations, and P(f) is the radiometer 
gain-change frequency probability spectrum. F igure  4-1  5 shows that 
the radiometer gain has some probability distribution centered about 
G ; and Figure 4-16 shows that mos t  radiometer gain changes occur 
with low frequency. F r o m  these figures we can s e e  that the faster  
the radiometer i s  switched between source and reference,  the l e s s  
0 
effect gain instabilities have on increasing the noise of the radiometer ,  
117 
I 
G 
Figure 4-15. Radiometer gain probability distribution. 
f 
Figure 4-16. Radiometer gain- change frequency 
probability spectrum. 
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particularly i f  the term (T T ) is small. F o r  high-speed switching, 2- 1 
becomes negligible and the curve of AT the term ATgain change Dicke 
approaches the theoretical value for  thermal noise j i t t e r  alone. 
Figure 4-17 indicates schematically the relationships between 
switching frequency and noise j i t t e r  fo r  an  idealized Dicke radiometer 
system. Curves of AT vs. f may be drawn for  various values of 
(T2- T1) a s  in Figure 4-18. 
A se r i e s  of radiometer tests w a s  made a t  various switching 
frequencies to determine the effects of thermal noise and gain 
changes. Radiometrically switching between a hot load an an  ambient 
load should yield one of the schematic curves  in F igure  4-18. Switch- 
ing between two ambient loads should yield the dotted line, since 
(T2- T I )  is equal to zero ,  and gain changes would have no effect on 
4 
the synchronously detected output. One mus t  realize that this wi l l  
only be t rue for a n  idealized Dicke radiometer system. 
The experimental method used in these tes ts  w a s  to switch 
between the hot and ambient loads, and then between both ambient 
loads a t  different switching frequencies. AT is defined in this section 
as the actual probable e r r o r  (in degrees Kelvin) in the measurement  
of the net detected power when switching between T2 and T For the 1' 
radiometer performance tests,  the physical temperature difference 
0 between the hot and ambient loads w a s  approximately 6'0 K. However, 
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SWITCHING FREQUENCY, (f) 
Figure 4-17. Noise j i t ter  vs. switching frequency for  
an  idealized Dicke radiometer.  
Figure 4-18. AT vs. switching frequency for  various 
values of (Tz - TI). 
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since the output of the hot load mus t  pass through the load waveguide, 
a four-port  switch, and a f e r r i t e  switch, the net effective output 
difference w a s  determined to be about 35 K. 
0 
The resul ts  of the tes ts  a r e  shown in Figure 4-19. Graphical 
representations of these resul ts  indicate that both the AT = 0 and 
the AT # 0 curves have a frequency-dependent charac te r ,  whereas 
theoretically, only the AT # 0 curve should have this characterist ic.  
What the graphical resul ts  indicate, then, is that in the expression 
for AT containing the thermal j i t t e r  term and the gain stability term 
(Equation 4-5), a third te rm (AT) must  a l so  be added. 
non-ideal Dicke radiometer,  
Thus,  for  a 
3 
The (AT) t e rm increases  with decreasing frequency and a t  3 
frequencies below 5 Hz begins to dominate the other two terms.  
domination may be clear ly  seen from the graph, s ince both AT 
I t s  
curves  have approximately the same  shape and value for  low f r e -  
quencies. 
t e rms  a r e  quite small a t  low frequencies. 
This a l s o  indicates that the contributions of the f i r s t  two 
In many actual radiometric applications, switching ra tes  in the 
Dicke system a r e  high enough (greater  than approximately 30 H z )  to 
B 
IR 
in 
e, 
k 
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eliminate the effects of radiometer gain instabilities and other low 
frkquency effects. Theoretically and practically, the problems 
associated with low-frequency Dicke switching a r e  avoided. However, 
in low-frequency switching applications, i t  is necessary to consider 
all possible sources  of radiometer instabilities- -mixer  dlodes, local 
oscillator, IF am plif i e  rs , switching transients , radiometer r ea r - end, 
etc. 
In addition to the radiometer switching frequency tests,  a 
second experiment w a s  ca r r i ed  out to determine the noise power 
spectrum of the radiometer output. 
r e a l  time digital spectrum analyzer utilized in this investigation. 
Figure 4-20 indicates the non- 
% 
The R F  signal w a s  modulated by a f e r r i t e  switch, switching a t  2 .7  Hz 
between a hot load and an  ambient load. The amplified and detected 
IF signal w a s  sampled directly without processing by the synchronous 
detector. The R F  switching resulted in a 2. 7-Hz calibration pulse 
being inserted in the spec trumsince the switching w a s  indis tinguish- 
able f rom a 2.7-Hz gain change. The amplitude of the calibration 
pulse was  directly proportional to the net noise temperature differ- 
ence (Tz- T ) between the hot and ambient terminations, Figure 4-21 1 
indicates schematically the form of the spectral  content of the noise. 
Figures  4-22 and 4-23 show the measured spectral  content for  the 
ranges 0-50 Hz and 0-5 Hz. 
Reference to Figure 4 -9  w i l l  show that the magnitude of the 
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 AT^^^^^^ 1 
I 
2.7 cps f 
Figure 4-21. Schematic spectral  content of radiometer 
noise, with calibration pulse. 
A 
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IO 20 40 50 
SWITCHING FREQUENCY (f), spi 
Figure 4-22. Radiometer noise spectrum (0-50 Hz). 
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2.7 CPI 
SWITCHING FREQUENCY (I). c P  
Figure 4-23. Radiometer noise spectrum (0-5  Hz). 
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2.7-Ha, calibration pulse w a s  determined by the equivalent output . 
temperature  of the hot load and the insertion loss of the waveguide 
run between the hot load and the output of the switching circulator. 
Insertion loss measurements  gave a loss of 2 . 3  dB for  the waveguide 
run including the switch port  and circulator.  The VSWR looking into 
the hot load w a s  less than 1 .03 .  
temperature of the hot load w a s  about 3 5  K. 
Consequently, the equivalent output 
This w a s  the magnitude 0 
of the pulse relative to the curve in Figures  4 - 2 2  and 4 - 2 3 .  
the minimum noise j i t ter  attainable by the radiometer (at high 
switching frequencies) w a s  about 1 K. This compares favorably to 
the theoretical value of 0 . 4 1  K as predicted by the formula 
Thus, 
0 
0 
S 
2 T  
- - -  
thermal s~g7;: AT 
where B = total IF bandwidth = 240  MHz 
T = post-detection time constant = 10 seconds 
T = rece iver  noise temperature = ~ O O O O O K  
S 
Chapter 5 
,OBSERVATIONS O F  THE TOTAL LUNAR ECLIPSE O F  . 
18 OCTOBER 1967 
' 5.1 Introduction 
Radiometric observations of the Moon before, during, and 
af te r  a total lunar eclipse, were car r ied  out during the period 
October 17-19, 1967 (local t ime),  a t  the Venus Site of the J e t  Propul- 
sion Laboratory's  Goldstone Tracking Station in the Mojave Desert  
(cf. Figure 4-1). The purpose of the eclipse observations was 
twofold: (1) to field-test the newly developed nodding subdish system, 
and (2) to resolve the measurement uncertainties ar,ising f rom a 
previous lunar eclipse measurement in 1964 (29) which indicated no 
significant change in the lunar temperature during the period of the 
eclipse. 
nodding subdish system have been described previously in Chapter 4 
of this paper. 
Operational details of the antenna and radiometer in the 
5. 2 Observations 
The center of the Moon was tracked optically with a forty- 
power sighting telescope that had been aligned with the pr imary  
antenna beam. 
reference antenna beam to a position in the sky 55'30" in declination 
The nodding subdish system (NSS) then directed the 
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above the pr imary  beam, in the synchronous detection mode of 
operation. 
33 dB (cf. Section 4-2). 
, .  
The measured isolation between these two beams w a s  
. .  
On October 18, 1967, seventy-one observations of the center 
of the Moon were made during the period from 02:07 - 13:15 UT. 
During the sixteen observations pr ior  to local midnight, a relatively 
low data ra te  observing sequence was  used for  the purpose of C a l i -  
brating the system and, a t  the same time, obtaining atmospheric 
information. This low data r a t e  sequence consisted of the following 
s teps  (cf. Figure 4-9): 
(1) The center  of the Moon w a s  tracked for  120 seconds 
during which time the antenna switched a t  a r a t e  of 2 .7  EIz 
between the Moon (pr imary beam) and the sky (reference 
beam). 
(2) The waveguide switch w a s  rotated to the calibration path 
(hot load line). A reference signal was obtained for  120 
seconds f rom the output port  of a switching circulator 
which switched alternately between heated and ambient 
terminations, the temperatures of which were monitored 
continuously by a quartz thermometer and displayed 
digitally in the radiometer control room. During this 
period the antenna continued to t rack the moon, and the 
subdish continued switching, providing the square  wave 
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reference signal to both the synchronous detector and 
the f e r r i t e  switch dr iver  controlling the switching 
circulator.  
The waveguide switch w a s  returned to i ts  original 
position in the R F  path. 
the Moon as in Step 1; however, the subdish drive 
I 
(3) 
The antenna continued to track 
mechanism w a s  deactivated for  sixty seconds s o  that a 
reference signal w a s  no longer available for  the radiom- 
eter .  The resulting "zero" radiometer output corresponded 
to the radiometer switching between two equal inputs 
(assuming ideal radiometer performance). This re fer -  
ence output w i l l  be subsequently re fer red  to a s  the 
"electronic baseline. 
(4) The subdish drive mechanism was reactivated, causing a 
reference signal to be transmitted to the radiometer. 
The NSS and radiometer then operated in the normal 
mode of operation. However, the antenna drive was 
turned off for  the f i r s t  time, allowing the ear th 's  
rotation to displace the antenna beam two degrees eas t  
of the Moon. 
two nearly equal-temperature positions in the sky, and 
the zero-output radiometer reference thus obtained 
(subsequently r e fe r r ed  to as the "sky" baseline) w a s  
By this time the NSS was switching between 
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measured  f o r  an  additional 120 seconds. 
During the fifty-five observations made af te r  local midnight a 
relatively high data-rate  observing sequence w a s  used, because the 
lunar eclipse took place during this period. 
of runs 6 to 10 are  shown in F igure  5-1. 
Sample cha r t  recordings 
This  high-data-rate 
sequence consisted of the following two steps:  
(1'). Same as Step (1) (step A ,  Figure  5-1) 
(2'). Same as Step (3)  (step B) 
Every fourth two-step cycle of this type was followed by a m o r e  
extended four-step calibration sequence consisting of: 
(1"). Same as Step (1) (step A )  
(2"). Same as Step (3 )  (step B) 
(3"). Same as Step (2) (s tep C) 
(4"). Same as Step (4) (step D) 
Of the fifty-five observations made following meridian transit ,  
ten were made during the initial penumbral s tage of the eclipse 
(0710 - 0826 UT), thirteen during the initial umbral s tage (0826 - 
0945 UT), eight during totality (0945 - 1046 UT), thirteen during the 
concluding umbral  stage (1046 - 1245 UT), and eleven during the 
concluding penumbral s tage (1205 - 1321 UT). 
The data were  recorded on a s t r ip-char t  recorder  with a 
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radiometer post-detection time constant of five seconds. The data 
were  a l so  recorded on a digital counter-printer,  with effective 
counting intervals of sixty seconds for  the electronic baseline and 
120 seconds for  the Moon, calibration, and sky-baseline. As a 
measure  of sys tern performance, the digital r e su l t s  corresponding to 
the s t r ip-char t  record of runs 6 to 10 indicated in F igure  5-1 were 
converted into equivalent antenna temperature ( re fer red  to the aper -  
tu re  of the antenna). The average probable e r r o r  of each Moon-track, 
0 calibration, and sky-baseline data point was  0 . 3 6  K (proportional to 
the j i t ter  of the pen recording in Figure 5-1). The average probable 
0 
e r r o r  of the electronic-baseline data w a s  0.05 K. 
5.3 Gain Calibration 
The data obtained during Step 2 of the low-data-rate sequence 
and Step 3" of the high-data-rate sequence provided a means to 
monitor the relative system gain during the experiment. In this 
mode of operation a n  amount of power proportional to the known 
temperature differences between the heated and ambient terminations 
was  injected into the radiometer,  i. e . ,  Pi = C(Th- Ta), where the 
constant C is determined by various physical constants and such 
system constants as. the insertion loss between the heated termination 
and the reference point a t  the output of the waveguide switch. 
radiometer output voltage is assumed to be l inearly related to the 
If the 
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power injected into the R F  path, then the radiometer gain will be 
given by 
v - v  - ca l  baseline - 
Grad CWh- Tal 
where V 
V 
specified otherwise the electronic baseline w a s  used. ) 
is the output voltage during the calibration step and 
cal  
is the output voltage during the baseline step. (Unless 
baseline 
Conversely, a system "transfer constant" may be defined by 
(Th - 
1 -  STC - - v - v  ca l  baseline GC (5-2) 
and the units of STC a r e  degrees temperature difference (at the point 
of the heated termination) per  voltage change a t  the radiometer output.' 
Ultimately i t  is necessary to convert the STC to a temperature 
change a t  the reference point of the waveguide.switch. However, the 
STC as defined above provides a convenient measure  of the relative 
gain stability of the radiometer. Consequently, the twenty- two values 
of the system transfer  constant measured during the night of the 
eclipse a r e  plotted in Figure 5-2 as a function of Universal Time. 
Superimposed on the data points in Figure 5-2 i s  a second- 
order  curve fitted to the data. The j i t ter  of the actual data with 
respect  to this curve corresponds to gain changes of about 0.1 dB, 
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Figure 5-2. System t ransfer  constant during night of 
eclipse (18 October 1967). 
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while the long-term change over a period of nine hours corresponds 
.to a gain drift  of about 0. 3 dB. This second-order curve fitted to the 
actual data points was used to normalize the moon-temperature data 
and thereby remove the effects of gain drift f rom the data. 
5.4 Extinction Curve 
F o r  each Moon t rack,  an STC-normalized antenna temperature 
may be determined, corresponding to a specific lunar zenith angle ( Z ) .  
The effective Moon black-body disc  temperature i s  related to the 
measured antenna temperature  by the relation 
T~~ = T A *  L (5-3) 
= effective Moon black-body disc  temperature 
= measured STC-normalized antenna temperature 
AM 
where T 
relative to the aperture  of the antenna 
TA 
L = atmospheric loss  factor,  g rea te r  than 1.0 
The atmospheric l o s s  factor L i s  defined a s  
a 1  L = e  (5-4) 
where a = atmospheric attenuation per  unit length of atmosphere 
1 = length of atmospheric path 
The atmospheric path length 1 is defined by 
137 
1 = 1 - A M ( Z )  (5.- 5 )  
0 
where 1 = atmospheric scale  height (on the order  of 15 
0 
kil om e t e r s ) 
AM(Z) = equivalent air mass a t  each zenith angle Z (The 
air mass  is equal to sec(Z)  to within approximately 
1 - 2% for zenith angles less  than 80°. ) 
Thus if the zenith atmospheric loss factor L is 
0 
a l o  L = e  
0 
then the atmospheric loss factor becomes 
Equation (5-3) may be rewrit ten a s  
- AM(Z) - T A *  L T~~ 0 
or ,  inversely 
-AM(Z) 
0 
- L  - TA - TAM 
Taking the logarithm ofboth sides of Equation (5-9) we obtain 
(5- 6 )  
(5-7) 
(5- 8 1 
(5- 9) 
(5-10) 
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Following the method presented by Coates (30), a standard. 
extinction curve of the data taken on 18 October may  be plotted as in 
F igure  5-3, following Equation (5-10). 
of the STC-normalized antenna temperature (T 
is the air mass, AM(Z). 
and a constant atmospheric loss  (L ), the slope (log L ) of a n  
extinction curve of this type provides a d i rec t  measu re  of the atmos- 
The ordinate is the logarithm 
), and the abscissa  
) 
A 
F o r  a constant source  temperature (T AM 
0 0 
pheric loss;  and the intercept with the ordinate-axis is proportional to 
the source temperature.  Although the AIR MASS = 0 axis is sup- 
pressed,  and although there is no physical significance to values of 
the air mass less thanl.O. the determination of the source temperature 
depends on a n  extrapolation of the extinction curve to that line. 
In Figure 5-3 each pre-meridian-transi t  data point is plotted 
Since these observations were made pr ior  to the as a dot (e). 
eclipse,  the brightness temperature  of the Moon m a y  be presumed to 
have remained constant in this €our-hour interval, and the data may  ' 
be used to evaluate the atmospheric loss.  
fitting procedure developed by Stelzried and Rusch (31)  .the loss  
before meridian t rans i t  was determined to be 0.36 dB with a probable 
Using a linearized curve- 
error of 0.03 dB. 
Each post-meridian- t ransi t  point is plotted in the figure with 
a circle (0). Also indicated a r e  the approximate times for  the 
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Figure 5-3. Lunar extinction curve during night of eclipse 
(18 October 1967). 
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beginning and ending of the umbral stage of the eclipse, and the 
beg.inning and ending of totality. The data a re  considerably corn- 
pressed  during the initial stage of the eclipse, because of the 
non-linear sca les  in a plot of this type. 
changing source temperature  is evident. 
However, the effect of a 
5.5 Data Reduction 
, the equivalent antenna temperature of the Moon T~~ 
(without atmospheric l o s s )  is related to T 
temperature  relative to the aper ture  by 
the measured  antenna 
A’ 
(5- 11) 
where Z is the zenith angle, AM(Z) is the equivalent air mass a t  each 
zenith angle, and L is the atmospheric loss a t  zenith, i. e. ,  unity 
air mass. If L is known or assumed to be knpwn, the relation can 
be inverted to yield the equivalent Moon antenna temperature  for  
each data point, i. e, 
0 
0 
+AM(Z) = T  ( L )  T~~ A o  (5- 12) 
Assurning the pre- t ransi t  value of L = 0.36 dB remained 
0 
constant during the ent i re  night of the eclipse, a n  equivalent Moon 
antenna temperature  can be determined for each of the seventy-one 
14 1 
. ,data points. These values, normalized to the average of the thirteen 
pre- t ransi t  values, a r e  plotted in Figure 5-4 as a function of univer- 
sal time son 18 October. Also indicated 
umbral stage a t  0826, (B) the beginning 
a r e  (A) the beginning of the 
of totality a t  0945, (C) the 
end of totality a t  1046, and (D) the end of the umbral stage a t  1205. 
A seven percent decrease in the lunar equivalent disc  brightness 
temperature i s  evident. 
The moon w a s  too low in the sky to obtain the necessary post- 
eclipse data points necessary to establish an  adequate secondary 
baseline. Consequently, there is some question about the proper 
value of L 
fo r  the pos t-eclipse data points magnified. loss-dependent effects. 
to use f o r  the post-transit  data. The large zenith angles 
If 
0 
the Moon is assumed to have reattained temperature equilibrium in 
the final few data points, a value of L 
This value is within the probable e r r o r  of the pre- t rans i t  value of 
0.36 dB, indicating that i t  may be academic to attempt to refine the 
value of L s t i l l  further.  Nevertheless, the data were replotted in 
Figure 5-5 using the value of-L 
, 
= 0.386 dB must  be assumed. 
0 
0 
= 0.386. The curve is virtually 
0 
identical to Figure 5-4, except for the las t  few points. In either 
case  the umbral cooling ra tes  a r e  the same and the maximum percen- 
tage temperature change is seven percent. 
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5.6 Conclusions 
1. A decrease  of seven percent in the equivalent black-body 
disc  temperature of the Moon w a s  measured during the total lunar 
eclipse of 18 October 1967. (The 10 'measurement  dispersion is 
estimated to be 0 . 3 3 %  of the Moon temperature.  ) If i t  is assumed 
that the equivalent black-body disc temperature of the ful l  Moon is 
280 K a t  a wavelength of 3 . 3 3  m m  (4), this seven percent decrease 
amounts to a temperature decrease  of 19 .6  2 0 . 9  (10) K. 
0 
0 
2. Using the value of 280°K to establish a full-Moon equiva- 
lent disc-  temperature  calibration constant, the eclipse curves of 
Figures  5-4 and 5-5 indicate a cooling r a t e  of about five degrees per  
hour during the umbral stage of the eclipse. 
3 .  The measured j i t ter  of the data points plotted in F igures  
5-4 and 5-5 is 1 .7  times as large a s  predicted by the measured 
shor t - te rm radiometer j i t ter .  The fact  that this j i t ter  is l a rger  than 
the theoretical value is due to (1) long-term radiometer fluctuations 
and/ o r  (2) aknospheric scintillations and opacity fluctuations. 
Although additional quantitative data a r e  presently unavailable, i t  is 
felt  that the NSS has significantly reduced the atmospheric effects, 
A fur ther  evaluation of the atmospheric "smoothing" produced by the 
NSS is a significant a r e a  for additional investigation. 
4. A comparison of the maximum temperature decreases  
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(in perc entage of the full-Moon temperature) measured radiometrically 
, .  
a t  shor t  mil l imeter  wavelengths during total lunar eclipses i s  made in 
Table 5-1 and Figure 5-6. In general, the percentage temperature 
decrease  increases  with decreasing wavelength. 
remembered, however, that the equivalent lunar brightness temper- 
a tu re  in this wavelength range a l so  increases  f rom 250 - 300°K a t  
3-4 mm to about 370 K a t  1 mm. The resul ts  of this measurement  
a r e  in close agreement with those obtained by Epstein e t  a1 for the 
I t  should be 
0 
December 30, 1963 eclipse. The resul ts  by Kamenskaya e t  a1 all 
appear consistently higher than the USC results (Rusch e t  al). 
The resul ts  of the October 1967 total lunar eclipse measure-  
ment  wi l l  be published by Rusch et  a1 (35) a t  a future date. 
5.7 Pos t-Eclipse Observations and Calibrations on 19  October 
Thirty- three observations of the Moon were ca r r i ed  out on 
19 October 1967, the night following the eclipse, using the low-data- 
r a t e  sequence described ear l ier .  The data f rom these observations 
served to fur ther  calibrate the sys  tem and evaluate i ts  performance. 
The pre-  t ransi t  and post- t ransi t  lunar extinction curves for  19 
October a r e  plctted in F igure  5-7. In this figure the pre- t rans i t  data 
points a r e  indicated by dots ( 8 )  and the post- t ransi t  points by c i rc les  
(0) .  The solid curves in the figure were fitted to the data points 
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C = EPSTEIM et al 1964 
D = RUSCH et ai 1968 
- 0  I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
.. . WAVELENGTH, mm 
Figure 5-6. Maximum percentage temperature decrease 
measured during a total lunar eclipse. 
(cf. Table 5-1) 
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Figure 5-7. Lunar extinction curve during night 
after eclipse (19 October 1967). 
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,,using the Stelzried-Rusch technique described ear l ie r .  The data in  
F igure  5-7 indicate that the atmospheric loss w a s  changing during 
the seven-hour-long observations. 
The observational data f rom 19 October provided a means to 
compare the two different baselines: the electronic baseline obtained 
by deactivating the subdish dr ive mechanism s o  that a reference 
signal was not available f o r  the radiometer,  and the sky baseline 
obtained by switching the NSS between two nearly equal- temperature 
positions in the sky. 
reduced using the electronic baseline. 
sequence used on 19 October enabled both types of baseline to be 
determined in each of the thirty-three observation cycles. 
Prior to this point in the text all data w a s  
However, the low-data-rate 
Comparison of the two baselines is ca r r i ed  out in Table 5-2. 
In the left-hand column a r e  the resul ts  of the data reduced using the 
electronic baseline for  (1) the pre-meridian-transi t  data on 19 
October, (2) the post-meridian-transit  data on 19 October, and as a 
reference,  (3) the pre-meridian t ransi t  data on 18 October. The two 
quantities tabulated are' T 
the Moon extrapolated above the atmosphere but not including certain 
a hypothetical antenna temperature of E' 
calibration constants, and L the atmospheric loss .  I t  w i l l  be seen 
0,  
that T 
The two values of L f o r  19 October were considerably different, 
remained essentially unchanged fo r  the three s e t s  of data. . E  
0 
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Pr e - T rans i t Data 
1 9  October 
Pos t-T rans i t  Data 
19  October 
Pr e- T rans i t  Data 
18 October 
Electronic Baseline 
Data R educ tion 
TE = 2 1 3 . 1  _f 1.4OK 
Lo = . 2 6 1 3 . 0 1 9 d B  
TE = 2 1 2 . 2  A 1 .  O°K 
Lo = . 3 7 6 & . 0 1 2  dB 
TE = 2 1 5 . 0  -f 2 .  OOK 
Lo = , 3 6 3  3 . 0 3 0  dB 
I 
I 
Sky Baseline 
Data Reduction 
TE = 2 1 1 . 1 3  1.3OK 
L = . 2 4 7  3 . 0 1 7  dB 
0 
 
T E  = 2 1 1 . 8  A 1.OO.K 
Lo. = . 3 9 4  3 . 0 1 2  dB 
I Not available 
TABLE 5-2  
indicating a changing atmosphere. 
resul ts  of the data reduced using the sky baseline for  the two periods 
on 19  October. using the two tech- 
niques did not differ by m o r e  than a percent, and the corresponding 
In the right-hand column a r e  the 
The corresponding values of T E 
values of L did not differ by m o r e  than . 0 2  dB. Although the 
0 
measured  differences in T 
e r r o r s ,  i t  w a s  noticed that generally the sky baseline yielded a 
were within the overlapping probable E 
slightly lower extrapolated Moon temperature than the electronic 
technique. 
e t e r  performance o r  unequal antenna temperatures seen  by the 
This effect  may have been due to either non-ideal radiom- 
pr imary  and reference beams a f t e r  the antenna had drifted two . 
degrees  eas t  of the Moon. Whatever the cause,  however, the data in  
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' T a b l e  5-2 indicates that this effect introduced a possible e r r o r  in the 
lunar equivalent disc  temperature of no m o r e  than one percent. 
A second procedure was ca r r i ed  out to evaluate the relative 
effects of the two different baselines. The data from' 18 October 
were reduced in exactly the same  manner described previously with 
the one exception that the sky baseline w a s  used instead of the elec- 
tronic baseline. 
frequently, fewer data points could be obtained in this manner. 
resulting equilibrium Moon temperature w a s  l e s s  than one percent 
less. A normalized eclipse curve, such as the curve  plotted in 
Figure 5 - 5 ,  proved to l i teral ly  overlay the curve derived using the 
Since sky-baseline information w a s  obtained l e s s  
The 
electronic baseline. To indicate the similari ty,  the data from 
Figure 5 - 5  a r e  reproduced identically in Figure 5-8 as c i rc les  (0). 
The normalized data using the sky baseline a r e  superimposed on 
Figure 5-8 using solid dots. To within the sca t te r  of the data points 
the two se t s  of data a r e  identical, Consequently, the conc.lusions 
stated in the previous section about the eclipse resul ts  appear to be 
valid for data reduced using either type of baseline. 
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Chapter 6 
AREAS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION 
In the interest  of improving the existing nodding subdish 
sys tem/radio  telescope facility and expanding the a r e a s  of usefulness 
of the system, severa l  suggestions may b.e made regarding a reas  for 
future investigation and development. 
F o r  radio-as tronomical and atmospheric observations, the 
nodding subdish sys  tem (NSS) mus t  operate for  long periods of time 
without mechanical attention. A t  the present time, the NSS has 
operated off-and-on for about thirty total hours (approximately 
300,000 switching cycles a t  2.7 cps),  for extended investigations, i t  
may  be necessary to operate the NSS for several  million switching 
cycles. I t  has  been noticed that a t  present there exists a smal l  
amount of wear in the ca.m/cam-follower assembly. 
indefinite positioning of the subdish in one of i ts  tilted positions. 
This leads to an  
The 
w e a r  is quite small and i t  is felt  that no significant deterioration of 
the NSS performance exists a t  the present time, but for the sake of 
reliability and future operational accuracy, a redesign should be 
ca r r i ed  out. 
tion of a rol ler  cam-follower which would rol l  instead of sc rape  
One solution to the wear problem would be the utiliza- 
, against the cam. 
15.3 
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In conjunction with the mechanical wear problem noted above, 
a switching speed problem exists also.  As discussed in Chapter 4, 
the radiometer noise character is t ics  adversely affect the system 
performance a t  low switching speeds ( less  than 5 cps). A detailed 
knowledge of the radiometer components', noise character is t ics  mus t 
be known to select  an  optimum switching frequency, however. I t  w a s  
found during testing of the NSS that the switching frequency of 2. 7 cps 
was  a good compromise f rom both an  electronic and mechanical stand- 
point. I t  w a s  determined in  subsequent electronic tests that low 
switching ra tes  rapidly compromise radiometer performance. As a 
f i r s t  s tep toward improving the system performance, a higher 
* 
switching ra te  should be used, preferably around 7 cps. 
ra te  seems to be mechanically r isky f rom the standpoint of NSS 
longevity and strength,  a redesign should be undertaken to solve 
these problems. 
Since this 
Of p r imary  importance to good radiometer performance is 
the use of low-noise mixer diodes. 
improve the sensitivity of the radiometer by reducing the system 
noise temperature. During the past  year  or  so, semiconductor 
technology has advanced to the point that Schottky b a r r i e r  mil l imeter  
wave diodes can  be fabricated using planar photolithographic tech- 
niques. 
silicon or  gallium-arsenide point-contact diodes. 
Diode improvement wi l l  directly 
Such diodes have improved noise figures over conventional 
Plans a r e  being 
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:made  to establish a semiconductor laboratory on the USC campus 
suitable for  the fabrication of such Schottky b a r r i e r  diodes. 
found that these mixer diodes have noise character is t ics  superior  to 
those of commercially available diodes, they wil l  be installed and 
tested in the USC/ JPL radio- telescope facility. 
If i t  is 
In order  to acquire  la rge  amounts of atmospheric data, USC 
is developing a semi-automated sun tracking s y s  tem (STS) consisting 
basically of the existing 90-GHz radio- telescope, the nodding subdish ' 
system, and a suntracking device. 
allowing the existing s iderea l  drive to move the antenna in right 
ascension. A t racking-error  sensing device, consisting of a refract-  
ing telescope and four photocells upon which the sun's image i s  
projected, w i l l  determine pointing e r r o r s  and thus send a n  e r r o r  
signal to the track-control equipment. When the sun is centered 
evenly on the four photocells, the resis tances  of all cel ls  are equal, 
The sun will  be  tracked by 
and no e r r o r  signal is produced. If the sun's image should shift, the 
cells would be illuminated unequally, thereby producing a n  e r r o r  
signal. 
response from the photocells. An electronic system has been 
designed to convert  the e r r o r  signals from the photocells into control 
Suitable optical f i l t e rs  wil l  be provided to obtain optimum 
L 
pulses. 
stepping motors located on the right ascension and declination axes 
These control pulses w i l l  then be fed into the SLO-SYN 
of the telescope. These motors  wi l l  red i rec t  the telescope toward 
156 
the sun. 
control the speed of the s idereal  tracking motor. 
The photocells controlling the right ascension axis w i l l  a l so  
In conjunction with the above mentioned sun tracking system, 
a horizontal microwave link should a l so  be established to determine 
atmospheric attenuation of mil l imeter  waves. In addition, accurate  
monitoring of meteorological data should be car r ied  out during the 
period of atm os pheric and radi  0- s our c e obs e rva t i  ons , Correlations 
of these s e t s  of data should provide considerable atmospheric infor- 
mation useful in many types of communication systems.  
During radio-as tronomical observations, when large amounts 
of data were taken over a period of many hours  or  days, i t  became 
very  difficult to record pertinent experimental facts,  such a s  date, 
time, temperature,  digital voltmeter reading, etc. F o r  this reason, 
a data recording and s torage system should be developed to record 
the important experimental numbers,  all of which appear  digitally on 
some electronic output and which could be easily recorded for la te r  
processing and analysis. 
hand leads to inaccuracy and tedium, and is subject to the ever  pre-  
sent  problem of memory  lo s s  when old data is reviewed days,  months, 
or even years  la ter .  A well-operating data recording and storage 
system is necessary for  the success  of la rge-sca le  investigations of 
lunar,  so la r ,  and atmospheric properties. 
The present method of recording data by 
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APPENDIX A 
Tilted Hyperboloid Scattering Computer P r o g r a m  Listing 
.C SCATTERING FROM A T l L T E O  HYPEKBULUIO 
c 
/ /SLOBIN JOB -YAT001K1,30t50-,OSLOBIN0~hSGLEVEL 1 
// EXEC FORTRAN 
//FOKT.SYSIN 00 * 
DIMENSION SUM(4) ,SUMT(4 l rnATEI lM)  
C DIMENSION SUM(4),SUMT(4),OATEl lM) 
1 REAO (5r1000,EN0=500)  OATE 
READ ( 5 r l O O l f L O O P A , L 0 0 P B t l P R N T  
REAO (5 , lO021THES,OELTHEtTHENUM 
REAO (5 ,1002)PHIS&€LPHI  ,PHINUN 
K E A 0  ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ) T H E O ~ C E P I E , A L P H A ~ C A Y X ~ C A Y Z ~ C A Y O F  
LPRNT=O 
LOOPA= (LOOPA/Z )*2 
LOOPB=(LOOPR/2)*2 
PI=3.14159265 
P 1 2 ~ 6 . 2 8 3 1 8 5 3  
PIH=1.5707963 
DEG=. 174532925E-01  
RAO=Y7 a2957795  
WRITE (6,4000)DATE 
WRITE ( 6 , 5 0 0 0 )  
WRITE ( 6 , 5 0 0 1 )  THESt DELTHE 
WRITE (695002)PHIS ,DELPHI  
WRITE (6,5003) THEO9CEP,EtALPHA 
WRITE ( ~ , ~ ~ O ~ ) C A Y X S C A Y Z I C A Y O F  
ALPHA=ALPHA*OEG 
THES-T HESWIEG 
DELTHE=DELTHE+OEG 
PHIS=PHIS*DEG 
THEO=THEO*DEG 
DELPHI=DELPHI*DEG 
DELTH3=(PI -THEO) /FLOAT(LnOPA)  
TEMP=OEL TH3*RAD 
WRITE (6r5005)DELTH3sTEMP 
SINA=SIN(ALPHA)  
COSA=COS(ALPHA) 
JFKoTHENUM 
LBJrPHINUM 
A=LOO PA 
L1 =L O W  B 
LOOP i =LOOPA+l 
R 1=DEL TH3/ 3 0 
DEL= 0-4.0 1 /A 
DO of300 L = l 9  L B J  
P H  ~ P H l S + O E L P H I * F L O A T ( L - l J  
WRITE <6 t6000)PHI ,TEMP 
MHtTE (6,6001) 
i&=y I *RAD 
WRITE 6,60021 
i . i N P = s l N ( P H I )  
COSP=COS(PHI) 
S INTsSINCTHE I 
COST=COS(THE 1 
CTCP=COST*COSP 
DO 800 .K=1 v JFK 
THE=THES+DELTHE*FLOAT(K-l )  
DO 30 I= l ,h 
30 SUMt(I)=O.O 
CT SP =C OS T * S  I N P 
l F ( I P K N T ) 3 4 , 3 5 9 3 4  
. 00000020 
- oooa0030 
00000050 
OOOOOO60 
000000 70 
OO0OOOHO 
00000090 
00000 100 
000001 10 
00000 120 
000001 30 
00000 140 
000001 50 
00000 160 
000001 70 
00000 180 
000001 90 
00000 200 
000002 10 
00000220 
000002 30 
00000240 
000002 5 0  
00000 260 
000002 70 
00000280 
0 0 0 0 0 2 9 0  
00000 300 
000003 10 
00000320 
000003 30 
00000 340 
000003 50 
00000 360 
000003 70 
00000 380 
000003 90 
00000400 
000004 10 
0 0 0 0 0 4 2 0  
00000430 
00000440 
00000450 
00000460 
000004 70 
00000480 
00000490 
00000 50 0 
0 0 0 0 0 5  10 
00000 52 Ci 
000005 30 
001100 540 
000005 5 0  
00000 5 6 0  
000005 70 
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APPENDIX A (cont. ) 
34 LRUN= l  00000580 
1L 00000600 
35 LL=1 000006 10 
DO 600 J= l rLOOPA 00000 62 0 
FLOT = J- 1 00000630 
THE3 =T HE 0+0 E L TH3*F LOT 0000064 0 
000006 5 0  
NN= t NN/2 1 *2 00000 660 
DELPH3=PIZ/FLOAT(NN) 000006 70 
R2=DELPH3/3.0 00000 680 
NN=NN+l 00000690 
S I N T 3 = S I  N I THE 3 1 00000 700 
COST3=COS(THE3) 000007 10 
T l = l  eO+E*COST3 00000 72 0 
CAYR03=-CE P / T  1 ' 000007 30 
CAY 23=CAYK03*COST3 00000 740 
ECOST 3= E +COST 3 000007 50 
S AE C T 3 = S I N A * E C OS T 3  00000 760 
FTHET A= S I N  T 3/  ( T l * T  1 1 000007 70 
R 3  = F T HE T A*R 2 00000 780 
00000790 R4=R3*2 .O 
R5=R3*4.0 00000 800 
DO 40 1 ~ 1 9 4  0 0 0 0 0 8  10 
40 SUM(1 )=O.O 00000820 
I F  I PKNT 1 41 I 42 9 41 000008 30 
41  LRUN=2 00000 840 
TEMP=DELPH3*RAD 000008 50 
CAY 2 3  tR49COST39 00000860 
000008 70 
42 KK=1 00000 8 8 0  
DO 400 I = l * N N  000008 90 
P H I 3 = D E L P H 3 * F L O A T ( I - l )  00000900 
SXNP3=S I N  ( P H I 3  1 000009 10 
COSP3=COS(PH13) 00000 9 2  0 
ST3CP 3= S I N  T 3*CO SP 3 000009 30 
ST3SP3=SINT3*S INP3  00000 940 
CAYX3=C AYR03*ST3CP3 000009 50 
CAYY3=CAYRO3*ST3SP3 00000960 
C A Y X l = C A Y X 3 * C O S A - C A Y Z 3 * S I  NA-CAYX 000009 70 
CAYY l=CAYY 3 00000 980 
CAY2 l = C  AYX3*SI  NA+CAY Z 3WOSA-CAY Z 00000990 
T2=CAYXl**Z+CAYY1**2 00001 000 
CAYROl=SQRT(T2+CAYZ1**21 000010 10 
T 3 = S U d T t T 2 )  00001020 
T H E l = P € - A T A N ( T 3 / A B S ( C A Y Z l ) )  00001030 
P H I  l=ARCOS(ABS ( C A Y X l  1 / T 3  1 0000 1040 
IF (CAYX1170 ,50 ,50  0000 10 50 
50 I F ~ C A Y Y 1 ) 6 0 r 1 0 0 ~ 1 0 0  0000 1 06 0 
60 P H I l = P I Z - P H I l  000010 70 
GO TO 100 0000 108 0 
70 IF (CAYY1)80 ,90 ,90  00001090 
80 PHI l = P I + P H I  1 0000 1100 
GO TO 100 000011 10 
90 PHI  l = P  I - P H I  1 0000 1 12 0 
100 CAYXZ=CAYXl  00001130 
CAY Y 2=C AY Y 1 00001 140 
CAYZZ=CAY 2 l+CAYOF 0000 11 50 
CAYKOZ=SQKT( TZ+CAYZ2**2) '  00001 160 
I F l C A Y Z 2 ) 1 1 0 , 1 3 0 t 1 2 0  0000 11 70 
00001180 
' WRITE ( 6  97000) LKUN, SINAI S I  NPI S I N T v C T S P t  COSAwCOSP, CUST ,CTCP 9 1HE 9 D E 0 0 0 0 0 5 9 0  
NN=B+O.S-DEL*FLOT 
WRITE (6 97001 1 LRUNt THE39 T lgCAYR03 ,  R3 9s I N T 3  I E C O S T ~ ~  
lSAECT 3, FTHE T A t K 5  9 DELPH39 TEMP 
110 T H E 2 = P I - A T A N ( T 3 / A B S ( C A Y Z Z ) )  
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GO TO 140 
GO TO 140 
120 THE2=ATAN(T3/CAYZ2) 
0000 11 90 
0000 1200 
000012 10 
130 THEZ=PIH 0000 1 22 0 
140 P H I 2 = P H I 1  000012 30 
CC=COSA*ST3C P3-S I NA*ECOS T3 OOBo1240  
00=ST3SP3 000 0 12 50 
0000 1 260 EE=SINA*ST3CP3+COSA*ECOST3 
S I N T l = S I N  ( T H E 1  1 000012 70 
COST l=COS ( THE 1) 00001 2 8 0  
S I N P l = S I N  ( P H I 1  1 0000 12 90 
CQSPl=COS(PHI  1) 00001300 
000013 10 
GG=COSTl*SINP l * S I  NP 1-COS P l *COSPl  0000 1 32 0 
HH=-S f N T l* S I N P  1 00001330 
T 4 =DOC- HH- E E *GG 0000 1 340 
T 5=EE *FF-CC *HH 00001350 
T6=CC*GG-DD*FF 0000 1 360 
AM=T4*C TCP+TS*C TSP-T6*S I NT 000013 70 
AN=TS*COSP-T4*SI NP 00001 380 
LMAG=O 000013 90 
CALL  OPT I O N (  THE l r  ANSr L r  LMAG) 0000 1400 
AA=ANS 00001410 
LMAG=l 0000 1 420 
CALL OPTION (THE 1pANSr L r LMAG) 000014 30 
T 7 =CAY R 0 3  /C AY RO 1 00001450 
Gl=T7*AM 00001.460 
G2=T7*AN 000014 70 
T B e C O S  ( P H I - P H I 2  1 0000 1480 
T 9 = S I N T * S I N  (THE2 1 00001490 
Sl=COST*COS(THEZ) 00001 500 
H = C A Y K 0 2 * ( T 9 * T 8 + S l I - C A Y K O l  000015 LO 
STNH=SIN ( H I  0000 1 52 0 
COSH=COS ( H  1 0000 15 30 
SZ=AA*COSH-BB*SINH 0000 1 540 
S3=BB*COSH+AA*SI NH 000015 50 
I F 1 I - L O O P B ) 1 7 O r 2 0 0 r 1 7 0  00001 5 6 0  
170 GO T 0 ( 2 0 0 r 2 2 0 t 2 4 0 ) 1 K K  000015 70 
200 S U M l l ) = S U M ( l ) + G l * S 2  0000 1 580 
SUM(Z)=SUM(Z)+Gl*S3 000015 90 
SUM t 3 =SUM ( 3 1 +G2*S2 0000 1 60 0 
SUM44 )=SUM( 4 )+62*S3  000016 10 
KK=3 00001620 
GO TO 300 00001630 
220 SUM( l )=SUM( l )+G l *S2*2 .0  0000 1 64 0 
SUM(2 I=SUM(2)+Gl *S3*2*0  00001650 
SUM(3)=SUM(3)+GZ*S2*2.0 0000 1660 
SUM(4 )=SUM(4)+G2*53*2*0  000016 70 
UK=3 0000 168 0 
GO TO 300 00001690 
240 SUM( l )=SUM( l )+G l *S2*4 .0  0000 1 700 
SUM12)=SUM12)+Gl~S3*4 .0  0000 17 10 
SUM ( 3  1 =SUM( 3 I +GZ+S2*4*0 0000 1 72 0 
SUM($ )=SUM (4)+GZ*S3*4.0 00001730 
KK=2 0000 1 74 0 
300 I F ( I P K N T ) 3 0 5 * 4 0 0 * 3 0 5  00001750 
305 LRUN=3 0000 1 76 0 
10SP3,PHI 1 r S I N P l r C A Y Z 1  00001 780 
’ FF=( 1 .O+COSTl) *S INP l * C O S P l  
BB=ANS aoooi 440 
WRITE ( 6 r 7 0 0 2 1  L R U N r P H J 3 r T H E l r  S I N T l r C A Y X l  r S I N P 3  ,THE2 9 C O S T l r  CbYY1 r C 0 0 0 0 1 7 7 0  
H R I T f  ( 6 ~ 7 0 0 3 ) S T 3 C P 3 r P H 1 2 r C O S P L r T Z , S T 3 S P 3 t C A Y X 3 p  C A Y Y 3 r T 3 r T 4 r T 5 r T 6 0 0 0 0 1 7 9 0  
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' l r T 7  ooooi aoo 
HRITE ( 6 , 7 0 0 4 )  T 8 r  TY S1,521 S3tCAYX2pCAYR01 , AAsHt CAYY2 t G l r  88 0 0 0 0 1 8  10 
HR I TE 00001 820 
HRITE lbr7006)SUMll)rSUM(Z).SUM(3),5UM14), SUMTfl)tSUMT(2)tS~~MT(3)00001830 
(6  9 7 0 0 5  IS I NH 9 CAY22 9 G2 9 CC TCUSH PAM, AN 9 OD t €E y FF 9 GG t HH (CAY RO2 
1 ,SUMT ( 4 )  00001 840 
IF(LPRNT-IPRNT)400t400~310 00001 8 6 0  
0000 1 880 
I F ( J - L O O P A ) 4 2 0 , 4 4 0 r 4 2 0  0 0 0 0 1 8  90 
0000 1900 
4 4 0  SUMT(L)=SUMT(l)+SUM(l)*R3 00001910 
SUMT(2)=SUMT(2)+SUM(2)*R3 0000 1 9 2  0 
0000 19 30 SUMT(31=SUMT(3)+SUM(3)*R3 
SUMT(4)=SUMT(4)+SUM(4)*R3 0000 1 9 4 0  
L L - 3  0 0 0 0 1 9 5 0  
GO TO 600 00001 960 
4 6 0  SUMT(l)=SUMT(l)+SUM(ll*R4 00001Y 7 0  
00001 9 8 0  S U M T ( 2 1 = S U M T ( 2 ) + S U M ( Z ) * R 4  
00001990 SUMT(3)=SUMT(3)+SUM(3)*R4 
00002 000 SUMT(41=SUMT(4)+SUM(4l*R4 
L L - 3  0 0 0 0 2 0  10 
GO TO 600 00002020 
480 SUMT ( 1) =SUMTI 1 )+SUM( 1 ) *R5  
LPRNT =LPRNT+l  0000 i a  50 
ooooia 70 3 10. I PRNT =O 
400 CONTINUE 
420 GO T O ( 4 4 0 ~ 4 6 0 t 4 8 0 ) r L L  
0 0 0 0 2 0 3 0  
SUMT (2)=SUMT( 2)+SUMI 2 ) *R5  0 0 0 0 2 0 4 0  
S U M T ( 3 ) = S U M T ( 3 ) + S U M ( 3 ) * R 5  0 0 0 0 2 0 5 0  
SUMT(4)=SUMT(4)+SUM(4)*R5 0 0 0 0 2 0 6 0  
L L = 2  0 0 0 0 2 0  70  
600 CONTINUE 00002 08 0 
DO 6 5 0  1 ~ 1 9 4  0 0 0 0 2 0 9 0  
00002 100 6 5 0  SUMT(1 ) = S U M T I I ) * H l  
TEMP=THE*RAD 0 0 0 0 2 1  10 
CALL PHASE1 SUMT I11 rSUMT( 21 ,TEMS 1 0 0 0 0 2  12  0 
CALL PHASE(SUMT(3)rSUMT(4),TEMT) 0 0 0 0 2 1  3 0  
Tl=SQKT(SUMT(1)**2+SUMT(2)**2) 0 0 0 0 2 1 4 0  
T 2 = S U K T ( S U M T ( 3 ) * * 2 + S U M T ( 4 ) * * 2 )  0 0 0 0 2 1  50 
HRITE (6~6003)TEMP~SUMT(l)~SllMT(2)~Tl~TEMS, SUMT(31,SUMT(4),T2,TEMOOOO2160 
0 0 0 0 2 1  7 0  
00002 1 8 0  
0 0 0 0 2 1  90 
0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0  
1T 
800 CONTINUE 
900 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1 
1000 FORMAT ( 1 8 A 4  1 
1001 FORMAT(1415) 
1 0 0 2  FORMAT(7FlO.O) 
4000 F O R M A T ( l H l r 3 0 X r 1 8 A 4 J  
5 0 0 0  FORMAT (39HOINPUT PARAME 
5001 FORMAT (7HOTHETA=Fl2.5t8 
ERS AN0 CONTROL CONSTAN 
DEGREESt lOX~lOHINCREME 
0000 2 22 0 
0 0 0 0 2 2  3 0  
00002240 
S) 0 0 0 0 2 2  50 
r = ~  12.5 I 0 0 0 0 2 2 6 0  
5 0 0 2  FORMAT ( 5 H  P H I  =F 12.5 ,8H DEGREES 9 12Xc lOHINCKEMENT=F 1 2  - 5  I 000022 70  
1F12.5 t 10x1 lOHALPHA sF12.5 1 0 0 0 0 2 2  90 
5 0 0 4  FORMAT(3H K X ~ 6 X ~ l H ~ F 1 2 ~ 5 ~ 1 0 X ~ 2 H K Z ~ 7 X ~ l H ~ F 1 2 ~ 5 t l O X t 3 H K O F ~ 6 X ~  0 0 0 0 2 3 0 0  
l l H = F  12.5 1 0 0 0 0 2 3  10 
5 0 0 5  FORMAT 121HOOUTER INTEGRAL STEP=F12.5r10H RADIANS =F12.5t8H OEGREES00002320 
1 1  0 0 0 0 2 3 3 0  
6000 FORMAT(SHlPHI=F12.5,9H RADIANS=F12*5,8H DEGREES) 0 0 0 0 2  3 4 0  
6001 FORMAT(7HO THETA,28Xt7HE THETAt50Xv5HE P H I )  0 0 0 0 2 3  50 
6 0 0 2  FORMAT (BHODEGREES, 2 ( 8X 9 4HREAL 8 x 1  YHIMAGINARY t 6 X r  9HMAGN ITlJDE p 0 0 0 0 2 3 6 0  
16Xq6HPHASE 1 )  000023 7 0  
6003 FORMAT(F8.3 ,2(3F15.8 ,F11.3) )  00002 38 0 
5 0 0 3  F O R M A T ~ l O H O T H E T A ~ O ~ ~ F l 2 ~ 5 ~ l O X ~ 3 H K E P ~ 6 X ~ , l H ~ ~ F l 2 ~ 5 ~ l O X ~ l H E ~ 8 X ~ l H ~ ~  0 0 0 0 2 2 8 0  
7000 FORMAT( lH0,12s4Xr7HSINA =F15.8,8X97HSINP =F15.8,8Xt7HSINT =F15 .00002390  
1 8 t 8 X  t7HCTSP =F 15.8/7X t 7HCOSA =F15  8s 8X 9 7HGOSP =F15. (3,8X, 7HCOST 00002400 
c 
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2 =F15 -8 (RX 97HCTCP =F15.8/7X1 7HTHE xF15.8 9 8X 9 7HDEL =F15 . P I  0 0 0 0 2 4 1 0  
=F 150898X t 7HCAYR03zFlS .0000242  0 
1 8 ~ 8 X 1 7 H R 3  =F15.8/7Xp7HSINT3 = F 1 5 ~ 8 ~ 8 X q 7 H E C O S T 3 = F 1 5 ~ 8 ~ 8 X ~ 7 H C A Y 2 3 0 0 0 0 2 4 3 0  
2 =F 15.8 98X 97HK4 =Fl5.8/7X9 7HCOST3 =F 15.8r8X 1 7HSA t C T 3 = F  1 5  .R 9 8 x 9  0 0 0 0 2  440 
37HFTHETA=F 1 5  08 t 8 X  97HR5 DFG=F 1 5 0 0 0 0 2 4  5 0  
7001 FORMAT ( l H O t  I 2  14X (7HTHE3 =F15 8,8Xp 7HT 1 
=F15.8/ 7X 9 7HDELPH3-F 15.8 1 t(X 9 7 H I N  
4.8 1 0 0 0 0 2  460 
7 0 0 2  FORMAT( lHOt12*4X ,7HPHI3  =F15.8,8X,7HTHEl = F 1 5 o 8 9 8 X 9 7 H S I N T l  =F15.00002470 
1898X97HCAYXl  =F l5 .8 /7X97HSINP3 =F15.8,8X97HTHE2 ~ F 1 S ~ 8 ~ 8 X ~ 7 H C O S T 1 0 0 0 0 2 4 ~ 0  
2 =F 1 5  -8 (8X 97HCAYY 1 = F 1 5 * 8 / 7 X 9  7HCOSP3 c F 1 5  08 9 8x9  7HPHI 1 =F 15. Re8X 9 0 0 0 0 2 4 9 0  
3 7 H S I N P l  =F15 .8 tBXt7HCAYZ l  =F15.8)  0 0 0 0 2  5 0 0  
7003 FORMAT(7X~7HST3CP3=Fl5.8*8X~7HPHI2 =F15.8r8X97HCOSPl  = F 1 5 r R ~ 8 X t 7 H 0 0 0 0 2 5 1 0  
1 T 2  . = F  15.800002 5 2 0  
218X 97HT3 =F 1 5 * 8 / 7 X  1 7HT4 =F15.8* 8X 9 7HT5 =F 15.8 9 8X e 7H16 0 0 0 0 2 5 3 0  
7004 FORMAT17X97HT8 = F 1 5 * 8 , 8 X * 7 H T 9  ' =F15-818X97HS1 = F 1 5 o 8 9 8 X g 7 H 0 0 0 0 2 5 5 0  
1 5 2  = F 1 5 o 8 / 7 X t 7 H S 3  =F15e818Xp7HCAYX2 = F 1 5 ~ 8 ~ 8 X ~ 7 H C A Y R 0 1 ~ F 1 5 ~ 8 0 0 0 0 2 5 6 0  
=F 15.8/7X 9 ~ H S T ~ S P ~ = F ~ ~ . ~ I ~ X I  7HCAYX3 =F15  a 8  9 8X 9 7HCAYY 3 
3=F15.8 VEX 97HT7 ZF15.8 1 00002 5 4 0  
298X 97HAA =F 15.8/7X 9 7HH =Fl5.89 EX, 7HCAYY2 =F 15.898Xp 7HC.1 0 0 0 0 2 5 7 0  
00002 5RC 3=F 1 5  - 8  98X r7HB8 
7 0 0 5  FORMAT(7X97HSINH =F15 .8~8Xs7HCAY22  =F15.8,BX,7HG2 =F15.898X17H0000259C 
1CC =F 15.8/7X9 7HCOSH zF15.89 BX 9 7HAM =F15 -8 9 8 X ,  7HAN = F  15.800002 6 0 0  
298X97HDD =F 15.8/7X t 7HEE =F150898X 97HFF =F 1 5 . 8 ~ 8 X 9  7H6G 0 0 0 0 2 6 1 0  
zF15.8)  
3=F15.898Xt7HHH =F15.8/7X17HCAYR02=F15.81 00002 6 2 0  
7006 FORMAT(7Xv7HSUM l=F l5 .8 t8X17HSUM 2=F15.898X,7HSUM 3=F15.8q8X,7H00002630 
lSUM 4=F 1 5  * 8 / 7 X  1 7HSUMT 1 = F 1 5  e 8 9  8X 9 7HSUMT 2 = F 1 5  -818X 9 7HSUMT 3=F 15.800002 6 4 0  
2r8X97HSUMT 4=F15.81 0 0 0 0 2 6 5 0  
EN0 0 0 0 0 2 6 6 0  
5 0 0  STOP 
SUBROUT INE 
c=o.0 
I F  ( A  1 2 0 1 5  9 20 
5 l F ( B 1 7 5 r 1 0 0 ~ 1 0 0  
PHASE ( A 9 B 1 C 1 
2 0  TEMP=B/A 
C=ATAN (ABS( TEMP 1 ) *57.2957795 
I F l T E M P ) 3 0 9 6 0 r 7 0  
30 I F ( 8 ) 5 0 , 5 0 ~ 4 0  
40 C=lBO.O-C 
GO TO 100 
GO TO 100 
50 C=360.0-C 
60 
70 I F ( B t 7 5 9 7 5 ~ 1 0 0  
75 C=180.0+C 
I F  ( A 1 7 5  9 1001 100 
100 RETUKN 
END 
SUBROUTINE OPTION(THEl,ANS,L,LMAG) 
ANSzO.0 
I F  (LMAG ) 5 95 t 3 0  
Y=13e 375*X 
5 X = S I N ( T H E l )  
Z=SIN IY) *COS(Y)  
V=11.0-72.48*X*XI*Y 
PHAS0020 
PHAS0030 
PHAS0040 
PHASO 0 5  0 
PHAS0060 
PHAS0070 
PHA SO0 80 
P HAS0 09 0 
PHASOl 00 
PHASO 11 0 
PHASOl20 
PHASO 130 
PHAS0140 
PHASO 1 5 0  
PHASOl60 
PHASO 1 7 0  
PHASOl80 
ANS=Z/V 
30 RETUKN 
END 
/* 
//GO.SYSIN DO /* 
/* 
* 
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Definitions used in scattering calculations 
Following Equations (2-32), the following definitions may be 
made: 
3 sin 8 
ue,) = 2 
( l + e  COS 8 ) 
3 
2 2 2 1- kpl  h(e3,cp3) = kp2[sin8 s i n 0  cos (rg-cp ) + c o s  0 cos 0 
Equations (2-32)  then become: 
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Definitions (cont. ) 
Glossary of T e r m s  
SINA = s in  (3. 
CaSA = cos a 
S I N P  = s in  cp 
C G S P =  coscp 
SINT = s i n  8 
CGST = cos e 
CTSP = cos 8 sincp 
CTCP = cos e cos cp 
T H E =  e 
ALPHA = a 
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Glossary (cont. ) 
DEL = A ,  used to control decreasing s tep  s ize  
f o r  inner integral 
THE3 = O3 
SINT3 = s in  8 
CaST3 = cos €I3 
DELPH3 = AY,, 
3 
inner integral s tep s ize  
3 T 1  = 1 t e cos 8 
ECaST3 = e + c o s  e3 
SAECT3 = s in  U (e i- cos e,) 
FTHETA = s in  e3/(1Se cos 8,) 
2 
R 3  = FTHETA (Acp / 3 )y  for  Simpson's Rule 
R4 = 2 (R3). 
R 5  = 4 (R3),  
CAYRa3 = - k e p / ( l + e  cos 0,) 
CAY23 = cos 0 [ - k e p / ( l + e  cos 8 13 
3 
for  Simpson's Rule 
for  Simpson's Rule 
3 3 
PHI3 = (p3 
SINP3 = s i n  cp 3 
c a p 3  = cos cp 3 -  
ST3CP3 = sin.8 cos (p3 
ST3SP3 = s i n  8 s in  cp3 
3 
3 
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Glossary (cont. 
THE1 = €I1  
THE2 = €I2 
PHI1 = 'p1 
PHI2 = 'c2 
SINT1 = s in  e l  
C@STl  = cos 0 
S I N P l  = sin rp 
1 
1 
CG5sPl = cos cpl  
&l CAYX1 = 
CAYYl = kyl 
1 CAYZ1 = kz 
CAYX2 = kx2 
CAYY2 = ky2 
CAY 2 2  .= kz2 
CAYX3 = kx3 
CAYY3 = ky3 
C A Y 2 3  = kz3 
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Glossary (cont. ) 
2 2 2 
' CAYRG2 = [ (kxl) t (kyl) +- (kz2) 1 = kp2 
CC = cos a (sin 8 cos  'p ) - s in  a (e t cos 6,) 
DD = s in  0 sinrp 
EE = sin a (sin 6 cos u, ) t cos C% ( e  t cos 8 ) 
FF = (1 t cos 6 ) s in  cp cos 'p 
3 3 
3 
3 3 3 
1 
3 
1 1 
2 2 '  
1 
GG = cos 0 s i n  (p - cos 'p 1 1 
HH = -s in  6 s in  cp 1 1 
T4 = (DD)(HH) - (EE)(GG) 
(EE)(FF) - (CC)(HH) T 5 = 
T6 = (CG)(GG) - (DD)(FF) 
AM = (T4) cos 8 cos (p t (T5) cos 8 s in  tp - (T6) s in  6 
A N  = 
AA = A ( e l ) ,  real 
BB = A ( e l ) ,  imaginary 
T7 = kp3/kp1 
(T5) cos cp - (T4) sin Cp 
T8 = COS ( (P-T~)  
2 -  
2 
T9 = s in  8 s in  0 
s1 = cos e cos e 
G1 = AM(p3/P1)  
17 1 
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Glossary (cont. 1 
S2 = AA cos H - BB sin H 
S 3  = BB cos H + A A *  s in  H 
Input Cards 
Card 1 - any information whatsoever; for  printout only 
Card 2 - L@$PA - number of intervals,  outer integral (83) ,  
integer ending in column 5 
L&$PB - number of intervals,  inner integral ,  initially 
(cp3), integer ending in column 10 
number of diagnostic printouts within inner 
integral, or ze ro  if none wanted, integer 
ending in column 15 
IPRNT - 
Card 3 - THES - initial value of 8 parameter ,  decimal number, 
columns 1 - 10 
DELTHE- 8 parameter  interval, decimal number,  
.columns 11-20 
THENUM-number of 0 ' s  desired,  integer ending in 
eolumn 3 0  
Card  4 - PHIS - initial value of cp parameter ,  decimal number, 
columns 1 - 10 
DELPHI - cp parameter  interval, decimal number,  
columns 11-20 
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Input Cards (cont. ) 
PHINUM -number of cp's desired,  integer ending in 
column 30 
Card 5 - T H E 0  - 8 , lower l imit  of integration, outer integral, 
0 decimal number , columns 1 - 10 
kep, decimal number,  columns 11-20 C E P  - 
E -  e,  hyperboloid eccentricity, decimal number, 
columns 21-30 
A L P H A  - u , hyperboloid tilt angle, decimal number,  
columns 31-40 
CAYX - kX, decimal number, columns 41-50 
CAY2 - kZ, decimal number,  columns 51-60 
CAYaF - k G ,  decimal number,  columns 61-70 
APPENDIX B 
Geometrical  Equivalence Between Intersection 
and. Phase Center of Adjacent Reflected Rays 
It is desired to show that the intersection and phase center  of 
reflected rays are coincident in the l imit  of adjacent rays.  
Consider F igure  B-1 in which incident Rays 1 and 2 a re  
reflected f rom the surface S . 
Point P is the intersection of the virtual rays.  
Rays 1' and 2'  a re  the reflected rays.  
0 
BC L R a y  Z ' ,  and 
- - 
A D L R a y  1. 
m a y  be regarded as the phase center  of the reflected waves if i t  can  
F o r  adjacent r ays ,  A c  is small, M PB, and point P 
be shown that the reflected waves have the s a m e  phase a t  point B and 
C; i .e. ,  that QAB = QC. 
QAB = + A B  
- - - 
As A? 4 0, QA -+ TD. 
Equation .B- 1 ). 
Therefore  if A B  = DC, then QAB = (from 
If Rays 1 and 2 a r e  close together, then angle CAD = angle of 
incidence of Ray 1, and angle ACB angle of reflection of Ray 2. As  
- 
AC + 0, angle CAD 4 angle ACB. Similarly,  it is seen  that angle 
ACD + angle CAB. Therefore  in the l imit  of very close rays ,  
173 
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Figure B-1 
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- -  
triangles ABC and ADC are  congruent and AB = DC. 
QAB = aC and P may  be regarded as the phase center  and inter-  
section of adjacent virtual rays. 
Therefore ,  
. -  
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APPENDIX C 
Caustic Curve Determination Computer P r o g r a m  Listing 
C A U S T I C  CURVE AND GEOMETRICAL O P T I C S  PHASE D E T E R M I N A T I O N  
I B M  1620 
D E S C R I P T I O N  OF P O I N T  ON SURFACE OF H Y P E R B O L O I D  AND D E R I V A T I V E S  
R S  MEASURED PERPENDICULAR TO Z - A X I S ,  P H I  AROUND Z - A X I S  
RS-0  0 
A 
10 
PH I =O 0 
P=PHI *( 3. 14159/ 180 00 1 
AND C ARE CONSTANTS O F  THE HYPERBOLOID 
A 1 9  0 63 107 
C=12.8 
XS=RS*COS ( P 1 
Y S = R S * S I N ( P )  
RRS = SQRT(XS*XS + YS*YS + Z S * Z S )  
DXSDR=COS(P 1 
D Y S D R = S I N  ( P I  
DXSDP=-RS*SIN ( P I  
DYSDP=RS*COS(P) 
DZSDP=O.O 
AXS=XS/SQRT I RS*R S+ZS*ZS 1 
A Y S = Y S / S Q R T ( R S * R S + Z S * Z S )  
A Z S = Z S / S Q R T ( R S * R S + Z S * Z S )  
Z S = C - A * S Q R T 1 1 . O + ( R S * R S ) / ( C * C - A * A ) )  
D Z S D R = - 0 . 5 * A * ( l o O / S Q R T ( l o O + ( R S * R S ) / ( C * C - A * A ) ) ) * ( ( Z . ~ ~ S ) / ( C * C - A * A ) )  
D E S C R I P T I O N  OF SOURCE P O S I T I O N  AND D E R I V A T I V E S  
XQ=O 82 762 
YQ=O*O 
ZQ=25 05 85 1 2  
RSQ IS D I S T A N C E  BETWEEN SOURCE AND P O I N T  ON H Y P E R B O L O l O  
R S Q = S Q R T ( ( X S - X Q ) * ( X S - X ~ ) + ( Y S - Y Q ) * ( Y S - Y Q ) + ( Z S - Z ~ ) * ( Z S - Z Q ) )  
DXQDR=O 0 
DYQDRzO 00 
DZQDRtO.0 
DXQDP=O .O 
DYQDP=O 0 
DZQDP=O 00 
CONSTANTS A S S O C I A T E D  W I T H  V A R I O U S  TERMS 
C 1  AND C 2  ARE A S S O C I A T E D  W I T H  COMPONENTS ALPHA O F  R E F L E C T E D  RAY 
C l = 8 . 0 / (  (A*A-C*C)*(A*A-C*C) 1 
C 2 = 8  00/ ( ( A*A *( A*A-C*C 1 1 
C 3  IS A S S O C I A T E Q  W I T H  THE V A R I O U S  ALPHAS 
C 4  AN0 C 5  ARE CONSTANTS A S S O C I A T E D  W I T H  NORMAL TO H Y P E R B O L O I D  
C 3 = ( A * A - C * C ) / ( A * A )  
C 4  = ( 2 . 0  ) / (C*C-A*A)  
C5=(2 .0  ) / ( A * A )  
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
COMPONENTS O F  THE NORMAL TO H Y P E R B O L O I D  AND D E R I V A T I V k S  
XNORII =C4*XS 
YNORM=C4*Y S 
ZNORM=C 5 * (  C-ZS ) 
DXNDR=C4*DXSDR 
D Y N D K =C 4 ** D Y S DR 
DZNDK=-C 5*D2 SDK 
DXNDP=C4*DXSDP 
DYNDP=C 4*DYSDP 
DZNDP=-C5*DZSDP 
G l  OCCURS I N  EACH COMPONENT ALPHA OF THE R E F L E C T E D  RAY 
Gl=XS*XS+YS*YS-XS*XQ-YS*YQ+C3*ZS*ZS-C3*ZS*ZQ-C3*ZS*C+C3*ZQ*C 
1 YQ*DYSDR+2.0*C3*ZS*DZSDR-C3*ZS*DZQDR-C3*ZQ*DZSDR-C3*C*DZSDR+ 
2 C3*C*DZQDR 
D G l D K = 2 . 0 * X S * D X S O K + 2 . O * Y S * D Y S D ~ - X S ~ D X Q ~ R - X Q * D X S D R - Y S * D Y Q D R -  
DG1DP=2.0~cXS*DXSDP+2.O*YS*DYSDP-XS*OXQDP-XQ*DXSDP-YS*DYQDP- 
1 YO*D Y SDP+Z. O*C 3 * Z  S* DZ SDP-C 3*2 S*DZQD P-C 3* ZQ*DZSDP-C3*C *DZ SDP + 
2 C3*C*DZBDP 
DG2 I S  DENOMINATOR OF 62 
62 IS THE SOUAKE OF THE N O R M A L I Z I N G  FACTOR OF TH€ NORMAL 
DG2=XNORM*XNORM+YNOKM*YNORM+ZNORM*ZNORM 
G 2 = 1 * O / D G 2  
DDG2DR=ZoO*XNOKM*DXNDR+2~O*YNORM*DYNDR+2~O*ZNORM*DZNDR 
D D G 2 D P ~ 2 ~ O * X N O R M * D X N D P + 2 ~ O * Y N D P + 2 ~ O * Z N O R M * D Z N ~ P  
DG2DK=-(l*O)*IDDG2DR)/(DG2*DG2) 
D G 2 0 P = - ( l o O ) * ( D D G 2 D P ) / ( D G 2 * D G 2 )  
D R S Q D R = ( ( X S - X Q ) e ( D X S D R - D X Q D R ) + ( Y S - Y Q ) * ( D Y S D R - D Y Q D R ) + ( Z S - Z ~ ) *  
DRSQDP=( (XS-XQ)* (DXSDP-DXQDP)+(YS-YQ)* (DYSDP-DYQDP)+(ZS-ZQ)~  
DG3DK=-DRSQDR/(RSQ*KSQ) 
DG3DP=-DRSQDP/IRSQ*RSQ) 
G 3 = 1 * O / R S Q  
1 ( D Z S D K - D Z Q D R ) ) / ( R S Q )  
1 ( D Z S D P - D Z Q D P ) I / t R S Q )  
A X q A Y i A Z  ARE COMPONENTS OF THE R E F L E C T E D  RAY 
A X = G 3 * / X S - X Q - C l * G 2 * X S * G l )  
A Y = G 3 * ( Y S - Y Q - C 1 * G 2 * Y S * G l )  
AZ=G3*(ZS-ZQ-C2*G2*(ZS-C)*Gl) 
D A X D R = G 3 * D X S D R + X S * D G 3 D K - G 3 e D X Q D ~ - X ~ * D G 3 D R - C l * D G 3 D R * G Z * X S * G l  
1 -Cl*G3*DG2DR*XS*Gl-Cl*G3*G2*DXSDR*Gl-Cl*G3*G2*XS*DGlDR 
DAYDR=G3rDYSDR+YS*DG3DR-G3*DYQDR-YQ*DG3DR-Cl*DG3DR*G2*YS*Gl 
1 - C l * G 3 * D G 2 D R * Y S * G l - C l * G 3 * G 2 * D Y S D R * G l - C l * G 3 * G 2 * Y S * D ~ l D R  
DAZDR=G3*DZSDR+Z S * D G ~ D R - G ~ * D Z Q D K - Z Q * D G ~ D R Y C ~ * D G ~ D R * G ~   t 25-c )*G 1 
1 - C Z * G 3 * D G Z D R * ( Z S - C ) * G l - C 2 ~ ~ 3 * G 2 * D Z S D R * G l - C 2 * G 3 * G 2 * ( Z S - C ) ~ D G l D R  
DAXDP=G3*DXSDP+XS*DG3DP-G3*DX~DP-XQ*DG3DP-Cl*DG3DP*GZ*XS*Gl 
1 -Cl*G3*DGZDP*XS*Gl-Cl*G3*G2*DXSDP*Gl-Cl*G3*G2*XS*DGl~P 
DAYDP=G3*DYSDP+YS*DG3DP-G3*DY~DP-YQ*DG3DP-Cl~DG3DP*G2~YS*Gl  
1 -Cl*G3*DG2DP*YS*Gl-Cl*G3*G2*DYSDP*Gl-Cl*G3*G2~~YS*DGlDP 
DAZDP=G3*DZSDP+ZS*DG3DP-G3*DZ IJDP- ZQ*DG3DP-C2*DG3DP*G2 * ( ZS-C ) * G 1  
1 - C Z * G 3 * D G 2 D P * ( Z S - C ) * G l - C 2 * G 3 * G 2 * D Z S D P * G l - C Z * G 3 * G Z * ~ Z S - C ~ ~ D G l D P  
D E R I V A T I V E S  OF COMPONENTS OF R E F L E C T E D  R A Y  WITH RESPECT T O  R AND P H I  
D E R I V A T I V E S  OF P O S I T I O N  OF A P O I N T  ON SURFACE OF H Y P E R B O L O I D  
DRXDR=COS ( P  1 
D R Y D R = S I N ( P )  
D R Z D K = ( - O * 5 ) * A * S Q R T I ( A * * Z - C * * 2 ) / ( A * * Z - C * * Z - R S ~ * 2 ) ) ~  
1 ( ( -2 .O*RS) / (A**2-C**2) )  
ORXDP = - R S * S I N ( P )  
ORYDP = R S * C O S ( P )  
DRZDP=O. 0 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
E L E M E N T S  OF E Q U A T I O N  S O L V I N G  FOR B E T A l  AND B E T A 2  
E=DAXDR*DAXDR+DAYDR*DAYDR+DAZDR*DAZDR 
F=DAXDR*DAXDP+DAYDR*DAYDP+DAZDR*DAZDP 
G=DAXDP*DAXDP+DAYDP*DAYDP+DAZDP*DAZDP 
EE=DRXDR*DAXDR+DRYDR*DAYDR+DRZDR*DAZDR 
FFl=DRXDR*DAXDP+DRYDR*DAYDP+DRZDR*DAZDP 
FFZ=DRXDP*DAXDR+DRYDP*DAYDR+DRZPP*DAZDR 
GG=DRXDP*DAXDP+DRYDP*DAYDP+DRZDP*DAZDP 
F A  = E*G-F*F 
F8 E*GG- 2 o O * F * F F l + G * E E  
F C  E E * G G - F F l * F F l  
D Z S C R  = FB * FB -. 4 * 0 * F A * F C  
B E T A 1  = (-FB+SQRT(ABS(DISCR)))/(2oO*FA) 
B E T A 2  = (-FB-SQRT(ABS(DISCR)))/(2.O*FA) 
COMPONENTS OF C A U S T I C  P O I N T  P O S I T I O N  ON V I R T U A L  RAYS 
Q X l = X S  + B E T A l * A X  
Q Y l = Y S  + B E T A l * A Y  
Q Z l = Z S  + B E T A l * A Z  
QXZ=XS + B E T A 2 * A X  
Q Y 2 = Y S  + BETi!2*AY 
Q Z 2 = Z S  + B E T A 2 * A Z  
RQl=SQRT(QXl**2+QY1**2+QZl**Z) 
RQ2=SQRT(QX2**2+QY2**2+QZ2**2)  
P R Q l = A T A N F  ( Q Y  1 / Q X 1 )  
PRQZ=ATANF (QY 2 / Q X 2  1 
X = (SQRT(QX1**2+QYl**2)/(RQl)) 
T R Q l  = A S I N X  
Y = S Q R T ( Q X 2 * ~ 2 + Q Y 2 * * 2 ) / ( R Q l )  
T R Q 2  = A S I N Y  
P O S I T I O N  OF C A U S T I C  P O I N T S  Q 1  AND 42 
P H I  C O O R D I N A T E S  OF Q 1  AND QZ 
T H E T A  C O O R D I N A T E S  OF Q 1  AND Q 2  
A S I N X  A T A N F ( X / S Q R T ( l . O - X * X ) )  
A S I N Y  = A T A N F ( Y / S Q R T ( l . O - Y * Y l )  
SEE F I G U R E  C-l F O R  D E S C R X P T I O N  O f  F O L L O W I N G  ANGLES 
ANORM = ATANF(XNORM/ZNORM)*(  18000/3* 14159) 
A I N C  = A T A N F ( ( X S - X Q ) / ( Z Q - Z S ) l * ( l 8 O o O / 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 )  
A R E F L = A T A N F ( A X / A Z l * l l 8 O o 0 / 3 o l 4 1 5 9 )  
A O R I G N  = A T A N F ( R S / Z S ) * (  180.0/3.14159) 
ANG I N C = A I  NC+ ANORM 
ANGREFzAREFL-ANORM 
C O O R D I N A T E  TRANSFORMATION T O  U N T I L T E D  C O O R D I N A T E  SYSTEM 
F P T  = 2.56893 
A L P H A  = (2.06)*(3.14159/180.0) 
XX= F P T  * S I N ( A L P H A 1  
X P 1  = Q X l  * C O S t A L P H A )  - Q Z l  * S I N ( A L P H P . 1  + XX 
Z P 1  = Q X 1  * S I N ( A L P H A 1  + Q Z l  4 C O S ( A L P H A 1  + Z Z  
X p 2  = Q X 2  * C O S ( A L P H A )  - 422 * S I N ( A L P H A 1  + XX 
Y P 2  = Q Y 2  
Z P 2  = Q X 2  * S I N ( A L P H A 1  + Q Z 2  * C O S ( A L P H A 1  + Z Z  
. 2 2 %  F P T  * ( 1 . 0 . -  C O S t A L P H A ) )  
Y P 1  = Q Y 1  . 
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C 
C COMPUTATION OF GEOMETRICAL O P T I C S  PHASE 
QS=RSQ 
RHO = SQRT((XS*XSI+(YS*YSI+(ZS*ZS)i 
T 1  = A T A N F ( A X / A Z )  
T 2 D E G  = T l D E G  
T 3  = A T A N F ( X S / Z S )  
T l D E G  = T 1 * ( 1 8 0 0 0 / 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 )  
PHDEG = (QS-RHO*COSIT1-T3~)*(360~0/0~131) - PHDEGP = PHDEG - 52500.0 
C 
C COMPUTATION OF GEOMETRICAL O P T I C S  F I E L D  AND W E I G H T I N G  SEE F I G U R E  C-2 
XT=O.O 
Z T =  2.56893 
T H E T A Z = A T A N F ( ( X Q - X T ) / ( Z Q - Z T I )  
T H E T A 3 = A T A N F (  ( X Q - X S ) / ( Z Q - Z S ) )  
T H E T A 1  = T H E T A Z - T H E T A 3  
C ANS = F E E D  F U N C T I O N  
XXX = S I N ( T H E T A 1 )  
YYY = 1 3 * 3 7 5 * x X x  
2 2 2  = S I N ( Y Y Y ) * C O S ( Y Y Y )  
V V V  = ( ~ . O - ~ Z O ~ ~ * X X X ~ X X X ) ~ Y Y Y  
ANS = Z Z Z / V V V  
ER = ANS/QS 
PP = 4.35 
E P  ER * ( l . O / P P ) ~ S Q R T F ( B E T A l * B E T A 2 )  
H T  = E P  * 100.0 
P R I N T  l O O , X S , Y S , Z S , A X t A Y v A Z t A X S t A Y S , A Z S  
P R I N T  200,ANORM~AINC,AREFL,AORIGN~ANGINCtANGREF 
P R I N T  300, B E T A l ,  B E T A 2 ,  Q X l c  Q Y l ,  Q Z l r  61x2, Q Y 2 r  QZ2 
PRSNT 4 0 0 ~ R Q l ~ R Q 2 , P R Q l r P R Q 2 ~ T R Q l ~ T K Q 2 , R R S  
P R I N T  5 0 0 ,  Et F, Gp E E v  F F l t  FF29 GG 
500 F O R M A T ( 5 X 9 7 F 1 0 . 5 )  
P R I N T  600, D I S C R  
600 FORMAT ( 5 X 9 E 1 3 . 6 )  
P R I N T  700. X P 1 t  Y P 1 v  ZP1 ,  X P 2 r  YP23  Z P 2  ' 
700 F O R M A T ( 5 X , 6 F l O o 5 )  
P R I N T  800,RS+T20EG~PHDEGP,WT,PHI 
800 FORMAT { 5 X , 5 F 2 0 . 5 )  
PRINT 900, E R v E P  
900 FORMAT ( 5 X , 2 F 2 0 * 5 )  
P R I N T  925, F A ?  FB,  FC 
P R I N T  950, TZDEG,PHDEGP,WT 
C 
100 FORMAT ( 5 X , 9 F 1 0 . 5 )  
200 FORMAT ( 5 X 9 6 F 1 0 . 5 )  
300 FORMAT ( 5 X t 8 F 1 0 . 5 )  
400 FORMAT ( 5 x 9  7F10.5) 
925 FORMAT ( 5 X ~ 3 F 1 3 . 6 )  
950 FORMAT ( 5 X * 3 F 1 0 . 5 1 / / / )  
C 
RS = R S  + 0.067 . 
I F  (RS-3.9)  101 10 (20 
20 STOP 
END 
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Figure  C-2 
